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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the suitability of Display-Processor 

(DP) image computers for image enhancement and restoration tasks. 

Because the major architectural feature of the DP devices is their 

ability to rapidly evaluate finite impulse response (FIR) convolutions, 

much of the study focusses on the use of spatial-domain FIR 

convolutions to approximate Fourier-domain filtering. Hhen the 

enhancement task requires the evaluation of only a single convolution, 

it is important that the FIR kernel used to implement the convolution 

is designed so that the resulting output is a good approximation of the 

desired output. A Minimum-Hean-Squared-Error design criterion is 

introduced for the purpose of FIR kernel design and its usefulness is 

demonstrated by showing some results of its use. If the restoration or 

enhancement task requires multiple convolutions in an iterative 

algorithm, it is important to understand how the truncation of the 

kernel to a finite region of support will affect the convergence 

properties of an algorithm and the output of the iterative sequence. 

These ques tions are examined for a limited class of nonlinear 

restoration algorithms. 

Because FIR convolutions are most efficiently performed on 

computing machines that have limited precision and are usually li~ited 

to performing fixed-point arithmetic, the dissertation also examines the 

effects of roundoff error on output images that have been computed 

using fixed point math. The number of bits that are needed to 

x 



represent the data during a computation is algorithm dependent, but for 

a limited class of algorithms, it is shown that 12 bits are sufficient. 

Finally, those architectural features in a DP that are necessary for 

useful enhancement and restoration operations are identified. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The field of digital image processing, the processing of 

sampled images by digital computer, has advanced enormously since its 

birth 20 years ago. The study of image restoration and enhancement has 

represented a significant portion of the research in image processing 

over this period of time. The goal of image enhancement is to improve 

the perceived quality of an image so that its suitability for a given 

purpose is improved. Image restoration has as its goal the recovery of 

an object scene from a degraded image. The distinction between 

restoration and enhancement is fuzzy, and throughout this dissertation, 

the two terms are often used interchangeably. 

In image enhancement, the type of processing entailed is 

dependent upon the nature of the imagery as well as the use of that 

imagery. For example, the enhancement of X-ray images for 

interpretation by radiologists calls for different techniques than those 

that might be applied to the enhancement of astronomical imagery. 

While the exact nature of the algorithm used to enhance or restore an 

image may vary depending on the type of image, there are a few 

operations that are common to most enhancement algorithms. The 

simplest of these is contrast manipulation, an operation common to 

virtually all enhancement techniques. A second operation that is used 

quite often in enhancement techniques is linear filtering, or 

1 



equivalently, spatial convolution. Convolution is often the most time 

consuming step in an enhancement procedure and so it is important to 

consider how to compute a convolution more quickly or efficiently. 

2 

The most straightforward way to increase the speed of a 

convolution operation is to increase the speed of the computer. 

Obviously, there are technological as well as economic limitations to 

this approach. A more fruitful approach is to develop new 

architectures that can perform spatial-domain convolutions or calculate 

Fourier transforms rapidly. Array processors have represented a 

significant advance in this direction. The architecture of these 

devices has been designed so that FFT and matrix-vector operations can 

be rapidly evaluated. These devices base their architecture upon the 

fact that matrix and vector operations are structured to allow a very 

regular flow of data during computations. The arithmetic used in array 

processors can be floating-point, and thus they can be every bit as 

accurate as mainframes or minicomputers. 

Another class of computational devices suitable for image 

processing was developed during the same period of time that array 

processors emerged. This other class of processors integrate image 

storage, display and processing functions in a single unit and are 

therefore referred to as display-processor (DP) devices. These devices 

evolved from image displays that stored the image in digital form. The 

image memory in the device had to be read once per video frame time in 

order to display the image. The processing capability came about when 

simple, high-speed, processing elements were cascaded in a pipeline on 

the path between the image memory and the D/A converter that precedes 



the analog display electronics. These devices have an architecture 

that is radically different from conventional array processors, and 

they don't have the capability of performing floating-point 

computations. The real strength of the DP devices is their ability to 

perform real-time contrast manipulation and high-speed, spatial-domain 

convolutions. It is the second of these capabilities which is of the 

most importance as far as the subject matter of this dissertation is 

concerned. 

3 

The spatial convolutions that can be implemented on a DP device 

are convolutions employing a finite impulse response (FIR) kernel. The 

region of support of these kernels must be small in order that the 

efficiencies associated with the DP architecture may be realized. This 

FIR restriction places limitations upon the type of processing that can 

be performed. Unfortunately, the development of DP devices occurred 

before these limitations had been thoroughly studied. As a result, 

there is a clear need to study the suitability of these devices for 

various image processing tasks. Several investigators have looked into 

the problem of two-dimensional FIR kernel design, and their studies 

have gone a good way toward answering questions concerning limitations 

of DP devices. However, not all questions have been answered, and 

there is certainly ample room for additional investigation. 

Scope of the Dissertation 

The aim of this dissertation is to provide some additional 

knowledge about the capabilities and limitations of DP devices for 

image restoration and enhancement tasks. Within this framework, two 
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distinct topics are addressed. The first is the problem of how to 

design FIR, spatial-domain kernels to replace frequency-domain filters. 

Much of chapter 2 is concerned with reviewing previous work in the 

field and also explaining why FIR filters may represent a viable option 

for enhancement and restoration tasks. The final portion of chapter 2 

introduces the concept of MMSE-FIR kernel design. This technique, 

which is a 2-D extension of a proven I-D design technique, is further 

explored in chapter 3 where some examples of its use are presented. 

Chapter 3 also examines how the limitations of DP devices affect the 

applicability of this design technique. 

The remainder of the dissertation is concerned with the second 

topic: are DP devices capable of performing iterative, nonlinear 

enhancement and restoration operations. This is an area of research 

where very little work has been done previously. Chapter 4 briefly 

discusses the usefulness of nonlinear restoration and describes various 

nonlinear restoration procedures. The chapter also considers some 

computational aspects of solving the nonlinear estimator equations. 

Chapter 5 considers aspects of implementing nonlinear restoration on a 

DP device. A single algorithm is examined with respect to issues 

concerning its suitability for implementation on a DP device; that is, 

the examination focuses on the effects of kernel truncation and 

roundoff errors. Chapter 6 provides example restorations produced on a 

DP device. The description of the implementation used to produce these 

examples is detailed so that the potential difficulties that may arise 

when performing restorations on such a device may be understood. The 

examples provided in chapter 6 clearly demonstrate the feasibility of 
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performing nonlinear restoration using DP devices. The final chapter is 

intended to summarize the body of this dissertation as well as point 

out those areas that need further research. 

Notation, Terminology, Etc. 

Throughout this dissertation, restoration and enhancement of 

imagery produced by linear, shift-invariant (LSI) systems is emphasized. 

This emphasis is chosen because, in many cases, such a model includes 

the essential elements of a more accurate model. The elementary 

aspects of imaging are briefly discussed in Appendix A, and the concept 

of LSI imaging is introduced there. 

An attempt has been made to use consistent notation throughout 

the body of this dissertation. However, for a dissertation in a field 

as multi-disciplinary as image processing, one is sometimes forced to 

choose between notational consistency with the literature and self

consistent notation. For the most part, the notation used throughout 

this dissertation is self-consistent. The convention used for vectors 

is that a vector is denoted by a lower-case, underlined letter or 

underlined Greek symbol. The component wise quotient of two vectors is 

denoted in the same way as the quotient of two scalars, for example 

a/b. A vector valued function is denoted by a capitalized, underlined 

letter. Matrices are denoted by bold-faced lette£s, either upper or 

lower case. The single, intentional violation of these conventions is 

in Appendix C, where it was felt that the need for notational 

simplicity was more important than the need for consistency. 
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Finally, it is important to point out at the outset that the 

term "fixed point" is used in two distinct ways in this dissertation. 

First, it is used in the sense of fixed-point arithmetic; i.e. arithmetic 

performed with a fixed decimal point rather than with a "floating" 

decimal point. The second meaning of this term refers to a fixed point 

of a function.. A point, x o ' is said to be a fixed point of a function 

F(x) if it satisfies the condition that Xo = F(xo). The meaning intended 

when the term is used should be evident from the context in which it is 

used. 



CHAPTER 2 

FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE FILTERING OF IMAGES 

It was mentioned in chapter 1 that discrete convolution is an 

operation common to most restoration or enhancement techniques. Also 

mentioned was the fact that many Display-Processor devices can perform 

discrete convolutions provided that the kernel size is not too large. 

Since it is often the case that one would like to use a kernel of 

arbitrary size, the suitability of DP devices in such situations is 

questionable. However, a number of techniques have been developed by 

which convolution with a large kernel can be approximated by a single 

convolution with a small kernel or multiple convolutions with small 

kernels. This chapter provides an overview of some of the more widely 

used approximation techniques employed in image processing and also 

introduces the use of a Minimum-Mean-Squared-Error (MMSE) technique 

for approximating 2-D filters. 

For image processing, the most general shift-invariant filtering 

operation that is employed may be specified by a filter function that 

is defined at equally spaced intervals in frequency space. The filter 

function is defined from d.c. out to the Nyquist frequency, with the 

frequency resolution being determined by the spatial extent of the 

image to be filtered. As a result, the equivalent convolution is 

actually the circular convolution of a periodic image with a kernel of 

finite extent (Pratt, 1978). Thus, for image processing applications, 

7 
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the FIR filtering problem can be viewed as one of approximating a high

order FIR filter by a low-order filter. The approximation techniques 

that have been applied to this problem fall into one of two broad 

categories: First~ there are those techniques that use a single, small 

(i.e. low-order) kernel and a single convolution of the image with this 

kernel in order to approximate the desired filter (Schutten and Verme~, 

1980; Frieden, 1974; Huang, 1972). These will be referred to as single

pass techniques. Secondly, there are techniques that employ multiple 

convolutions with one or more small kernels to approximate or realize 

exactly the higher order filter (Lee, 1980; Quatieri and Dudgeon, 1982; 

Abramatic and Faugeras, 1982). These will be referred to as multiple

pass techniques. 

Before reviewing several of the approximation techniques, it is 

important to provide some idea of the typical behavior of filter 

functions used in image processing applications. While filters for very 

specific applications may violate this rule, it is the case that most of 

the filters used have smooth, slowly varying profiles (Helstrom, 1967; 

Hunt, 1973). The smooth nature of the typical transfer function is the 

critical factor that makes low-order FIR approximations useful for 

image processing tasks. Figure 2.1 shows two possible transfer 

function profiles. Fig. 2.la is very typical of the type of profile 

encountered in many restoration or enhancement applications, while Fig. 

2.lb, with its very sharp transitions, is not representative of the type 

of filter usually encountered. It is known (Gaskill, 1978) that filters 

with sharp transitions in the frequency domain have spatial-domain 

kernels with very large regions of support and thus would not be good 
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Figure 2.1. Profiles of transfer functions. 

(a) profile typical of enhancement or restoration. 
(b) profile not typical of enhancement or restoration. 
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candidates for FIR approximation. On the other hand, a kernel with a 

small region of support may have a frequency-domain profile very 

similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.la, and therefore, filters with 

profiles like that one are far more amenable to FIR approximation. 

Single-Pass Techniques 

Many of the single-pass approximation techniques used for image 

fil tering are extensions of the techniques used for one-dimensional 

filtering operations. The filters are specified by their frequency 

response characteristics, and therefore most approximation techniques 

are concerned with the minimization of some error functional defined in 

terms of the mismatch in frequency space between the FIR filter and 

the desired filter. The two most widely used error metrics are the 

weighted least-squares and the Chebyshev (minimax) metrics. If HD(~,n) 

represents the desired filter's frequency response and HFIR(~ ,n) 

represents the frequency response of the FIR approximating filter, the 

weighted least-squares error is defined as 

e: = 2 ~ I HFIR (t , n) - HD (t , n ) 12 W( t , n ) 
t , n 

while the Chebyshev error is 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(The subscripts on the error symbols are used to emphasize that the 

error can be viewed as the norm of the difference vector between the 

desired filter and the FIR approximation when the filters are viewed as 

elements of a complex vector space. For the case where W(t,n)=l, E:2 is 
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simply the Euclidean norm of the difference vector while £ is the 
0:> 

"infinity" norm (Simmons, 1963).) 

The earliest and also the easiest technique for approximating a 

specified frequency response with a FIR kernel is to multiply the 

kernel by a truncation window (Huang 1972). This technique has found 

wide application because it is easy to apply. The windows are designed 

such that the amplitude of the side lobes is as small as possible for a 

given width of the central lobe. However, although the windows may 

have optimal characteristics, an FIR filter produced by the use of 

windowing techniques is not optimal in any sense. Consequently, more 

sophisticated techniques have been developed for the FIR approximation 

problem. 

Minimization of the £ 2 functional also seems like a natural 

candidate for a design criterion. The problem with this approach is 

simply determining what constitutes a good weighting function. At 

first glance, it might seem useful to let W(f,;,n)=1.0j however, this 

weighting function leads to an FIR filter that is a spatially truncated 

version of the desired filter. Schutten (1977) showed why this choice 

of weighting function is often inadequate. He showed that a unity 

weighting function often leads to large errors in what he referred to 

as the net transfer function. If one looks at a deblurring example in 

the absence of noise, Schutten's criticism of the unity weighting 

function becomes quite readily appreciated. He considered the case of 

an image that had been blurred with a typical blurring function (i.e. 

little attenuation at low frequencies and large attenuation at higher 

frequencies). To correct the effect of this blur function in the case 
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where noise is negligible, one might simply choose to invert the 

blurring filter, B(~,n). Thus the net transfer function that accounts 

for both the blur and the restoration filters is B(f; ,n)·B-l(~ ,n) which 

is equal to one, the ideal net transfer function. However, if one 

attempts to approximate B-l(~,n) with a FIR filter that is a spatially 

truncated version of B-1(~,n), it can be shown that the net transfer 

function is a very poor approximation to the desired net transfer 

function at low frequencies. This is simply a result of the fact that 

the area in the spatial frequency plane for which the magnitude of the 

spatial frequency w is small is far less than the area for which the 

magnitude of w is large. Thus, a unity weighting function gives 

insufficient emphasis to the quality of the FIR approximation at low 

frequencies, particularly when the blurring filter is largest at low 

frequencies. When this is the case, the image to be filtered will have 

most of its energy at low frequencies where the approximation is 

poorest. 

To deal with the need to emphasize agreement between the 

desired filter and the FIR approximation at low frequencies, Schutten 

proposed using the following weight function: If H(~ ,n) is the filter 

that we seek to approximate, then let 

W(~,n)=H-1(~,n) (2.3a) 

for those spatial frequencies for which H(f;,n)·B(f;,n) > 0.5. For those 

(~,n) which are not members of this set, 

(2.3b) 

where Ho is the value of H(f;,n) at the boundary of the set defined by 

the inequality above. The motivation for this choice of weighting 
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function is clear; typically \~ is large at low frequencies where the 

image energy is highest. However, there is some value below which W is 

not allowed to fall; this value should be sufficient to prevent large 

deviations between the FIR approximation and the desired transfer in 

regions of the spatial frequency plane where noise is likely to 

dominate. While such a weighting function is often superior to the 

unity weighting function, it is clearly an ad hoc solution to the 

problem of choosing an optimum weight function. Later in this chapter, 

the MMSE approach will be introduced as one method for circumventing 

this problem. It should be mentioned before leaving the weighted 

least-squares approach to FIR filter design, that one of its major 

advantages over the Chebyshev criterion is that it is considerably 

easier to calculate optimal £2 filters than optimal Chebyshev filters. 

The Chebyshev minimization approach for 2-D FIR filter 

approximations turns out to be far more difficult than the one

dimensional Chebyshev approximation problem. The difficulty is that 

all true Chebyshev minimization algorithms are iterative in nature, and 

often the iteration process converges slowly. In addition, the filter 

design programs are usually far more complex than weighted least

squares design programs. Several different techniques have been 

developed to solve the 2-D Chebyshev approximation problem. The 

earliest attempts were simply straightforward applications of linear 

programming to the problem. While linear programming is a viable 

design technique for problems with a small number of variable 

parameters and constraints, for realistic 2-D FIR designs, the number 

of variables and constraints is too large for such an approach 



(Fiasconaro, 1975). If symmetry constraints are imposed, then the 

problem becomes manageable for filter sizes up to 7x7. 
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Design techniques that are more computationally efficient than 

linear programming have been devised. Of these, the most efficient are 

the exchange algorithms which are similar to the 1-D design technique 

of Parks and McClellan (1972a, 1972b). These algorithms are based on 

the fact that if the ideal filter is approximated as a linear 

combination of R basis functions, then the optimum Chebyshev 

approximation usually has R+1 points at which the error function E(~,n) 

attains its maximum value (Harris 1977). (It should be noted that the 

number of basis functions is equal to the number of independent 

elements in the FIR kernel.) Thus, by starting with an initial guess 

for the R+1 points in frequency space at which the maximum error is 

attained, one can solve for the set of coefficients, ho(n,m) and the 

error Eo such that the error is the same at all R+1 points chosen. 

Then for the given h(n,m), a search is conducted over a dense grid of 

points in frequency space to find those points at which IE(~,n)1 > Eo 

and IE(~,n)1 attains a local maximum. Some or all of these points are 

included in a new set of R+1 points, and the calculation of h1(n,m) and 

El is then carried out. The process has converged at the nth iteration 

if IEnl ~ IE(~,n)1 for all points E;,n on the dense grid in frequency 

space. The time consuming part of this algorithm is searching over 

frequency space for those points at which local maxima or minima of 

the error function occur. Harris and Mersereau (1977) list design times 
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for low-pass filters using such an exchange algorithm. For 9x9 low-

pass filters, design times on the order of 10 minutes are required when 

using a typical minicomputer. Their designs required that the kernel 

possess octal symmetry; i.e h(m,n)=h(±m,±n)=h(±n,±m). This assumption 

reduces the dimensionality of the problem by approximately a factor of 

four when compared the more general problem where the only restriction 

is that all h(m,n) are real. If the symmetry assumption is not made, 

then one can expect that the design times would increase by a factor 

that is greater than four since the equations that need to be solved at 

each iteration include simultaneous linear equations and searches for 

extrema. The linear equation solution requires on the order of N3 

multiplications where N is the number of variables so that it is 

obvious that one pays a large price for relaxing the symmetry 

requirement. 

Lodge and Fahmy (1980) noted that using an L error norm with p 
P 

large can lead to a filter design that is quite close to the filter 

designed using Chebyshev error minimization. This error norm is defined 

by the equation 

Ep = ( ~ IHFlR(F;,n) - HD(~,n)IP)I/P 
F;,n 

(2.4) 

Another advantage of this error norm is that if p is an even integer, 

then there are efficient optimization techniques that generate a 

solution more quickly than the exchange algorithms used in the 

Chebyshev optimization. 
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The Chebyshev filters designed by the exchange techniques are 

limited in size to about 15x15 or less because of the computational 

time required. Another technique for Chebyshev design which can be 

used to design filters of larger size (e.g. 61x61) is due to McClellan 

(1973). This technique, which was developed further by Nersereau et. 

ale (1976), produces filter designs that are not truly optimal in the 

Chebyshev sense. However, this design method requires substantially 

fewer computations than true Chebyshev designs. Basically, the method 

consists of designing a transformation of the one-dimensional frequency 

axis into the two-dimensional frequency plane, and then designing an 

optimal 1-D filter which defines the radial characteristic of the 

resultant 2-D filter. The frequency transformation, which maps points 

along the 1-D axis into contours in the 2-D plane is given by 

cos(w) = ~ t(p,q)'cos(pE;)'cos(qn) 
p,q 

The limitation of this method is that it is difficult to design 

(2.5) 

transformations that have complicated contours. Thus, so long as the 

filter that one wishes to approximate has a simple shape, this is a 

simple and efficient approximation technique. It should also be noted, 

however, that a direct implementation of a McClellan type filter of 

high order is less efficient than FFT convolution. Mecklenbrauker and 

Mersereau (1976) have shown how a McClellan type filter could be 

efficiently implemented; however, the implementation that that they 

discuss is actually a multiple-pass technique. 
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Multiple-Pass Techniques 

As mentioned previously, the multiple-pass techniques process 

an image by using a cascade of small FIR kernels; the output of one 

stage becomes the input of the subsequent stage. Three techniques will 

be briefly discussed in this section since they are the three that have 

received the most attention in the literature. 

The first technique to be discussed is the use of the singular 

value decomposition/small generating kernel approach (SVD/SGK) which 

was proposed by Lee (1980). This technique can be used to realize any 

kernel that has a large but finite extent by summing several 

intermediate images, each of which is the output of a cascade of small 

FIR filters. If a kernel is viewed as a matrix of rank R, it is 

possible to represent that matrix as a sum of R matrices each of which 

is separable (Pratt, 1978). The fact that convolution with a separable 

kernel can be implemented as 2 one-dimensional operations is widely 

known. Lee, however, noted that anyone-dimensional FIR can be 

implemented as a cascade of second-order sections (i.e a cascade of 

3xl FIR sections). Combining these ideas, he suggested that it would be 

possible to build up a large, separable kernel by factoring it into row 

and column operators and realizing each of these I-D operators as a 

cascade of 3xl operators. Also, if one ignores issues dealing with 

roundoff errors for the moment, the order of the operations that make 

up the cascade does not matter. This means that the 3xl column can be 

paired with the lx3 row operations to form a 3x3 kernel. A cascade of 

these 3x3 kernels is equivalent to a large separable kernel. Once the 
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ability to realize a separable kernel using 3x3 operators has been 

achieved, the SVD expansion of an arbitrary kernel can be used so that 

the arbitrary kernel is the sum of separable kernels. This is the 

manner by which Lee realized arbitrary, large kernels exactly using 

only small FIR filters which he called small generating kernels. 

Such an exact expansion is often unnecessary if some amount of 

approximation error can be tolerated. Since the coefficients in a 

singular value decomposition usually have a large range in magnitude, 

it is possible to closely approximate a kernel by retaining those terms 

in the SVD expansion that have large coefficients and ignoring the 

terms with the smaller coefficients. The computational savings that 

one obtains by truncating the SVD expansion is usually appreciable since 

it is quite often true that only the first few terms of the expansion 

have large magnitude coefficients. 

Display-Processor systems that use a 3x3 convolver as the basic 

filtering unit have been made, and such units are ideally suited to 

implementing large kernels using Lee's SVD/SGK decomposition. It 

should be noted that another source of approximation error in any 

practical implementation of SVD/SGK convolution is the result of the 

fact that the kernels that one wants to approximate may have a very 

large extent, thus necessitating a truncation operation before the SVD 

expansion can be made. This allows one to deal with a manageable SVD 

problem (e.g. SlxS1 or less). Usually the magnitude of a kernel is 

very close to zero at large distances form the center of the kernel. 

Thus, this truncation error is typically quite small and can be ignored. 

However, in the case of a very narrow bandpass filter, this source of 



error needs to be considered because the spatial-domain kernels for 

this type of filter have a very slow decay. 

A second multiple-pass approach is due to Abramatic and 

Faugeras (1982). Like the SVD/SGK technique, the implementation 

consists of a sum of output images, each of which is the output of a 

cascade of small FIR kernels. The flow diagram for this approach is 

shown in Fig. 2.2. Each of the H is a small-kernel filter and the 
n 

total filter response is given by: 

N j 
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~ A.( TIHi) 
j=O J i=l 

(2.6) 

The criterion used to choose the A'S and the elements of H. is 
J. 

unspecified. Abramatic and Faugeras discussed both £2 and £ criteria. 
CJ) 

Again, the £ 2 criterion is easier to use and can lead to acceptable 

designs if N is not too small. For the general case where all the Hn 

can be different, an iterative technique was used for both the £2 and 

the £ minimization. If all the H are assumed to be identical, then 
CJ) n 

the problem of design is greatly simplified. It turns out that under 

this restriction, the problem is equivalent to the design of a 

McClellan type filter and the McClellan designs can be implemented as 

a mUltiple-pass or cascaded system. 

The final multiple-pass technique to be mentioned here is 

capable of approximating any 2-D rational transfer function. This 

technique, which is due to Quatieri and Dudgeon (1982), is similar in its 

implementation to the iterative deconvolution technique of Van Cittert 

(Frieden, 1975). Given any transfer function 
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H(E; n) = A(E; ,n) 
, B( E; , n) 

(2.7) 

where A and B are polynomials of finite order in the variables ~ E; and 

ejn , the function H(~,n) can be rewritten as 

with 

H(E;,n) = K(E; ,n)·A(E; ,n) 
1. a - C( E; , n) 

C(E;,n) = 1.0 - K(E;,n)·B(E;,n) 

(2.8) 

(2.9). 

By choosing K so that Ici is less than one and also so that the inverse 

Fourier transform of K is of limited extent in the spatial domain, it is 

possible to perform the desired filtering operation using the following 

iteration: 

(2.10) 

In the limit as i+a>, the transfer function realized converges to the 

desired transfer function. The rate of convergence is governed by the 

magnitude of C. The error is proportional C(i-l). Thus, by making C as 

close to zero as possible, a rapidly converging sequence can be 

obtained. There are two practical limitations to the use of this 

technique: First, the functions A(E;,n) and B(E;,n) need to have small 

spatial-domain representations. Usually this is not a problem. For 

example, if a(m,n) and b(m,n) are the inverse discrete Fourier 

transforms of A(E;,n) and B(E;,n) respectively, then, for the case of 

inverse filtering a(m,n) = om nand b(m,n) is a sampled version of the , 
blur spread function. The two-dimensional sequence b(m,n) can usually 

be truncated to some reasonable size without incurring too large an 

error. The second potential problem deals with the ability to obtain 

acceptable solutions after a reasonable number of iterations. The 
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examples given by Quatieri and Dudgeon show that if n- l does not have a 

large region of support compared to the allowable support of K, then 

excellent approximations can be achieved in as few as 5 iterations. 

(error - .1 %) In those instances when, in order to simplify the 

implementation, K(E; ,n) = k, the behaviour of the sequence of 

approximations is considerably poorer, and up to 100 iterations may be 

required to reduce the error to - 1 % • 

The multiple-pass techniques can provide better approximations 

to most filter functions than the single-pass techniques. However, 

they require a greater number of multiply and add operations, and in 

general require more complicated hardware structures if they are to be 

implemented in times comparable to single-pass techniques. As is the 

case for single-pass methods, the design times for multiple-pass 

methods vary. The SVU/SGK and the iterative, rational transfer 

function approximation are quite straightforward to design. In the case 

of the SVD/SGK method there is a penalty that must be paid for the 

simplicity of the design process: it is necessary to order the small 

3x3 sections in such a way that roundoff errors are minimized. The 

technique of Abramatic and Faugeras does entail a fairly complicated 

filter design, particularly when the Chebyshev err0r criterion is used, 

but there is only one possible ordering of the sections and 

consequently no added optimization step for ordering. 

Minimum-Mean-Squared-Error Filter Design 

Many of the linear restoration techniques developed for images 

require some knowledge of the statistical properties of the object 
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scene and the measurement noise (Andrews and Hunt, 1977). When such 

knowledge is available or readily obtained, it can be used in the design 

of FIR filters. The earliest application of this design philosophy to 

image restoration was the derivation of the FIR Wiener filter by 

Ekstrom (1971). Taking the point of view that the FIR Wiener filter was 

the best linear, FIR restoration filter, Ekstrom did not address the 

question of approximating an arbitrary filter in an optimal way. 

However, the Wiener filter has drawbacks, and it is not necessarily the 

best filter for all situations (Andrews and Hunt, 1977). Kellog (1972) 

introduced the application of the MMSE criterion to the design of one-

dimensional FIR filters but did not actually publish any results 

showing such filtered sequences. 

When designing FIR kernels, it is important to remember that 

the primary goal is to obtain an output image that is closest to the 

output of the desired filter. The degree to which the FIR filter's 

frequency response matches the desired frequency response is of 

secondary importance as Schutten pointed out. The MMSE approach 

minimizes the mean squared error between the desired output images and 

the FIR filtered images. That is, the quantity that is minimized is 

given by the expression: 

<e: 2
) = < ~ h(p,q)·i(m-p,n-q) 

p,q 
~ hF1R(p,q).i(m-p,n-q) 2) (2.11) 

p,q 

where the brackets indicate an average over an ensemble of images. 

The choice of weights that minimizes this expression can be 

easily derived by employing the orthogonality principle which states 
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that the residual approximation error must be orthogonal to those 

observation values used in the estimate (Papoulis, 1965). (Orthog-

onality is defined here in the statistical sense where the inner product 

of two random numbers is given by their correlation). Thus one obtains 

the equation: 

L [ h(p,q) - hFIR(p,q) ] • < i(m-p,n-q)'i(m-k,n-l) > = 0 (2.12a) 
p,q 

where the range of k and I is -N to N for a kernel size of NxN. It 

should be noted that the equation written above assumes stationary 

statistics and leads to a shift-invariant FIR kernel. However, the 

formalism could be easily extended to approximate a space-variant 

kernel when the ensemble statistics are non-stationary. Because such 

space-variant superposition operators are not well suited for 

implementation on DP' devices, they will not be explored any further in 

this dissertation. 

It is important to point out that use of a statistical criterion 

for the filter design means that this design technique is only useful in 

situations where it is necessary to filter many images that are 

statistically similar. It turns out that the most efficient way of 

designing the kernels involves the evaluation of a discrete Fourier 

transform; thus for applications where only one or two images need to 

be filtered, it is best to use straightforward frequency-domain 

filtering. However, there are a sufficient number of applications that 

require filtering many statistically similar images to make it 

worthwhile to explore the use of statistical design criteria. 
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Equation 2.I2a can be written more compactly as a matrix 

equation where it takes the form: 

(2.12b) 

Here, R .. is a truncated version of the image autocorrelation matrix; 
t II 

its size is N2 xW where the kernel size is NxN. !4-IR is the vector 

consisting of the FIR kernel weights and r. is the truncated cross
t-01 

correlation vector between the desired output and the image data. The 

desired output is obtained by filtering the input image with the desired 

filter. The solution of the matrix equation exists and is unique if 

the matrix R .. is invertible. In any practical situation, this will be 
t 11 

the case since any additive noise component in the image insures that 

the matrix is invertible. Another useful property of the matrix tR .. is 
11 

that it is a Block-Toeplitz matrix and an efficient algorithm exists for 

solving systems of equations when the coefficient matrix is block 

Toeplitz (Robinson, 1967). 

Notice that the computation of t r . involves filtering the full 
-01 

image autocorrelation matrix with the desired filter function. This 

calculation is most efficiently performed by use of the forward and 

inverse FFT. The image power spectrum is given by the Fourier 

transform of the autocorrelation function; this power spectrum is then 

fil tered by H(E; ,n) and the result is inverse Fourier transformed to 

obtain the full cross-correlation matrix. The final step is a simple 

subsampling and truncation of this full cross-correlation matrix. The 

subsampling and truncation removes from the full matrix all of those 

elements that correspond to lags that are greater than the support of 
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the FIR kernel. It is clear that all the cDmputations involved in the 

MMSE-FIR filter design are straightforward. 

Another useful feature of the MMSE approach is that a simple 

expression can be derived for the mean squared approximation error in 

terms of the filter coefficients and the desired output-image cross-

correlation data: 

<e: 2 > opt 

N 

roo(O,O) - ~ hFIR(m,n)·roi(m,n) (2.13) 

m,n=-N 

(Notice that the zero lag term of the desired output autocorrelation is 

also needed.) The Block Toeplitz structure of tRii enables the FIR 

kernel weights to be calculated recursively. This means that it is 

possible to derive the coefficients for a small size filter, evaluate 

the residual MSE and, if this residual error is too large, increase the 

size of the kernel by one row or column without haviqg to solve the 

entire set of equations. In many practical situations, the size of 

matrix equation is small enough that this is not a great advantage; 

however, as the size of the kernel starts to exceed 9x9 the advantage 

begins to be significan t. 

A final feature of the MMSE design criterion is that it can be 

viewed as a special case of the weighted least-squares criterion. 

Specifically, if one uses as the weight function the image power 

spectrum, then the filter obtained will be the MMSE-FIR filter. 

However, the choice of W(t,n)=~ii(t,n) leads to a filter that is optimum 

in a clearly defined way and it is not just an ad hoc choice which 

happens to give useful results. Also, for situations where it is useful 
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to have a space-variant FIR kernel, the MMSE formalism can be easily 

extended, although the computational problem then becomes enormous. 

The weighted least-squares approach cannot be extended in a meaningful 

way to handle the space-variant case. 

In the following chapter, the MMSE design approach will be 

applied to a specific problem, and its performance will be evaluated by 

comparing the output of MMSE-FIR filters to the output obtained by 

using a frequency-domain filtering approach. 



CHAPTER 3 

FILTERING EXPERIMENTS USING THE miSE-FIR DESIGN TECHNIQUE 

The mathematical and statistical basis for the use of the 

MMSE approach to FIR filter design was gbren in the last chapter. It 

is the aim of this chapter to illustrate the usefulness of this 

technique by showing some examples of its use on real images. A 

comparison with the use of windowed FIR filters will be made. Also, 

the question of roundoff error when implementing a convolution with a 

pipe lined DP device will be discussed. 

The Effects of Finite-Precision Arithmetic 

The pr ac tical im plemen ta tion of FIR fil tering on a DP device 

leads to roundoff error that exceeds the roundoff error that is present 

when such filtering is implemented on a general-purpose computer using 

floating-point arithmetic. In all DP devices currently on the market, 

all arithmetic is fixed-point because the hardware necessary for this 

implementation is significantly cheaper than the floating-point 

alternative. Among the existing devices, most use a shift, scale and 

accumulate algorithm in order to perform convolution. Such an 

algorithm usually performs convolution on a fixed size image at the 

rate of one kernel element per video frame time. The input image is 

offset in the X and Y direction by a fixed number of pixels to account 

for the displacement of a particular kernel element from the center of 

the kernel. Then it is scaled in order to account for the effect of 

28 



multiplication by that kernel element. Finally it is added to an 

accumulator image. TItis process of shift, scale and accumulate is 

usually pipelined, and occurs in a single frame time. Such an 

29 

implementation is referred to as the direct-form realization of the 

filter in the signal processing literature. Two factors are relevant 

to the treatment of roundoff errors in such an implementation. The 

first factor is the method by wlrlch the image is scaled, and the second 

factor concerns the number of bits used to accumulate the out put 

image. 

With regard to scaling, there are two alternatives that are 

employed. The first is to use fixed-point multiplier hardware. The 

problem with tlrls approach is that the filter coefficients must be 

quantized since the multipliers operate with only a fixed number of 

bits for each input. There are two commonly used analytical approaches 

to treating coefficient quantization. The first approach is statistical 

in nature and considers the effect of coefficient quantization to be 

equivalent the addition of an error filter in parallel with the desired 

filter (Chan and Rabiner, 1973a). The result of the filtering operation 

is thus the sum of the desired output and the output of the error 

filter as shown in Fig. 3.1. The second approach considers the 

sensitivity of the transfer function zero locations to errors in the 

coefficients (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975). The first approach is more 

useful for obtaining quantitative results of wide applicability. The 

conclusions drawn from the second approach indicate that the transfer 

function zero locations are most sensitive to coefficient rounding when 

the zeroes of the transfer function are closely spaced and the transfer 
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Figure 3.1. Model of coefficient roundoff error. 
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function is realized in the direct form. Transfer functions with 

closely spaced zeroes are not characteristic of the type commonly 

employed in image processing applications, therefore the commonly 

stated dictum (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975) that the cascade 

realization of FIR filters is to be preferred over the direct 

realization is not necessarily true in typical image filtering 

applications. Furthermore, the frequency response of a filter is often 

not too sensitive to the exact location of the zeroes. The approach of 

Chan and Rabiner leads to more useful results since it allows one to 

compute the variance of the error that is associated with coefficient 

quantization. Again it is important to emphasize that such a 

statistical approach will not lead to a precise error expression for a 

particular filter; instead it gives a good indication of the type of 

performance one may expect to find for most filters. The basic 

assumptions used in this analysis are that the filter coefficient 

rounding errors are uniformly distributed and that these errors are 

uncorrelated. ·The second assumption is clearly not strictly valid in 

most instances since one often deals with filters that have some degree 

of symmetry. However, the theory can be modified slightly to handle 

the different symmetries, and the results are not substantially 

different from the non-symmetric case. Since the assumptions are 

reasonable for the case of a non-symmetric filter provided that some 

reasonable number of bits is used to represent coefficients, the 

results of the theory will be used without modification. 

According the theory developed by Chan and Rabiner, the "stray" or 

error filter which acts in parallel with the desired filter has a 
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frequency response given by: 

E(f; ,n) = ~ eT(m ,n)exp(jf; m+jnn) 

m,n 

(3.1) 

where eT(m,n) is the coefficient quantization error for filter 

coefficient h(m,n). Using the statistical assumptions listed above, 

Chan and Rabiner proved that the mean value of E(f; ,n)=O.O and the 

variance ~ of E(f; ,n) is 12.0 where q is the quantization step for the 

filter coefficients and N is the number of filter coefficients. 

Furthermore, for large N, the probability distribution function for 

E(f;,n) is approximately Gaussian as a result of the central limit 

theorem. For such a distribution, it is highly probable that IE(f;,n)1 < 

-iJJsL 20 e where °e- 12.0 • 

It is of interest to consider the additional mean-squared error 

that results from the coefficient quantization. If the HMSE-FIR 

approximation error is given by <eo2 ) and the actual mean-squared error 

due to a quantized coefficient FIR is given by <e 1
2 ), then the Schwartz 

inequality im plies that 

(3.2a) 

where <eq 2) is the mean squared error due to the quantization of the 

FIR coefficients. i.e. 

(3.2b). 

where ~ii(f; ,n) is the power spectrum of the images that are to be 

filtered. Note that the average here does not include the effect of 

averaging over the possible error filters; instead, a particular error 
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filter is assumed and the statistical average over the ensemble of 

images is taken. If an average over all possible error filters is also 

taken, then one obtains 

<eq ,2) = J~ L IE(t,n)12 ~ii(t,n) PE(s)ds 

t n 

(3.3) 

where PE(s) is the probability of a particular stray error filter. If 

the statistical averaging is performed first, the term <IE(t ,n) 12) can 

be taken outside the su mmation since it is independent of spatial 

frequency according to Chan and Rabiner. Thus, 

Nn 2 

= (fto) (3.4) 

lvhile it is not true that <e1 2) ~ <eo 2) + <eq ,2), it is possible to 

state that in most instances, <e 2) < <e 2) + 4<eq ,2). 1 _ 0 This expression 

enables one to determine how many bits are necessary to represent the 

coefficient values if the coefficient quantization error is to be held 

much less than the mean squared approximation error. The second pos-

sible alternative for scaling an image is to use a lookup table (LUT). 

This technique is equivalent to using an infinite-precision multiplier in 

the sense that there are no errors in the transfer function itself due 

to such a scaling scheme. The drawback of such a technique is simply 

that the calculation of the LUT requires additional time. 

The second source of error results from using a finite number 

of bits to accumulate the output image. Strictly speaking, this error 

also depends upon the method used to scale the image, although for 
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those cases that are of practical interest, it is independent of the 

method used to scale the image. For both methods of scaling, one can 

consider the output of the scaling to be a quantity representable by P 

bits. For the case of the hardware multiplier method of scaling, P=K+L 

where K is the number of bits used to represent the input data and L is 

the number of bits used to represent the multiplier coefficients. For 

LUT scaling, P is infinite. The P-bit scaling output is rounded to Q 

bits (Q<P) and then several Q-bit quantities are accumulated to produce 

the final result. The rounding operation can be modeled as the 

addition of a uniformly distributed noise value to the output of the 

scaling unit (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975). This assumption is 

legitimate only if Q is substantially smaller than P. If Z=P-Q, then 

there are 2Z possible values for the roundoff error and they are evenly 

spaced between -2-(Q+1) and 2-(Q+1). (A fixed-point fractional 

representation of all quantities is assumed here; the fixed-point 

integer representation gives results that are identical except for a 

scale factor.) It is reasonable to assume that all of these 2Z errors 

are equally probable, thus, as Z approaches infinity, the error 

distribution approaches a uniform distribution. Finally, it is assumed 

that the individual roundoff errors are statistically independent. 

The actual fixed-point system can be thus be modeled as in Fig. 

3.2. For the case of LUT scaling, eT(n,m)=O.O. The roundoff noise 

sources, eR(n,m;r,s), are independent and identically distributed. As 

the filter size increases, the sum of the roundoff noise sources, each 

of which is due to a separate kernel element, approaches a Gaussian 

distributed random variable whose variance is the sum of the individual 



~(r:n J n ; 0 J 0 ) 

Figure 3.2. Model of fixed-point convolution; direct-form 
implementation. 

w 
Vt 
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roundoff variances. Thus, the variance of the roundoff noise is simply 

Z-2Q 
equal to No r

2
, where 0r2 is approximately equal to 12.0 • 

It is important to emphasize that the analysis presented 

indicates that the variance of the error due to coefficient quantization 

and the variance due to roundoff error are proportional to the number 

of filter coefficients. Thus, there is a tradeoff involved in 

determining the size of a FIR filter: as the filter size increases, the 

approximation error decreases, however, the fixed-point implementation 

errors increase. At some point, it becomes fruitless to try to improve 

the quality of the approximation by increasing the filter size. 

In the next section, the error associated with the fixed-point 

implementation will be compared to the FIR approximation error in order 

to evaluate the sensitivity of NNSE-FIR designs to implementation 

errors. 

An Example of FIR Filter Design 
Employing the MMSE Criterion 

The HHSE design technique was used to design FIR approximations 

to several attenuated inverse filters, and the outputs of the FIR 

filters were compared to the frequency-domain filtered images and also 

to the outputs obtained using a windowing technique to design the 

filters. The FIR filters used were all square and had sizes ranging 

from 3x3 up to 9x9. The images to be filtered were obtained by 

starting with a digital image and then subjecting it to varying amounts 

of blur and adding uncorrelated noise to the blurred image. Three 

different levels of blur and noise were used. All three of the blurs 
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had Gaussian spread functions whose Fourier-domain representations are 

represented by the expressiol.l B( f;, n). The widths of the three Gaussian 

spread functions at their half-power points were equal to two, four and 

eight pixels. Thus, a range of blurs from small to severe was 

represented. The additive noise had a Gaussian probability density 

function and the standard deviation of the pdf's were 2.55, 5.10, and 

10.2. Since the maximum signal level of the blurred image was less 

than or equal to 255, the maximum signal-to-noise ratios were 100, 50 

and 25, where SNR is defined as the ratio of the peak signal to the 

r.m.s. noise. It should be emphasized that the undegraded image had a 

maximum value of 255; however, after being blurred, the maximum value 

of the images was actually less than this, and therefore the SNR's 

listed above represent an upper bound. 

The form of the attenuated inverse filters, H(f;,n), that were 

used as design goals are most easily described in the frequency domain. 

Their profiles in the frequency domain were identical to those of the 

inverse filters out to some critical frequency, fc=/f;c 2 + nc 2. The 

values of the functions at their critical frequencies can be denoted as 

Hc. Beyond f c , the values of the functions were given by: 

(3.5). 

In each case, a was chosen so that at the Nyquist frequency the 

filter's value was .00OlxHc· The value of fc was chosen to be the 

optimum cutoff frequency (Frieden, 1975); i.e. the frequency at which 

IBI2 ~oo = ~nn' If one is performing inverse filtering out to some 

frequency at which the filter has a sharp cutoff, then fc is that 
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cutoff frequency at which the highest SNR is attained. Since a sharp 

cutoff was not used, the cutoff was not optimum in terms of output 

SNR; however, it still represented a sensible choice for frequency at 

which to begin attenuating the gain of the inverse filter. 

An FIR filter designed by using a two-dimensional Hanning 

window to truncate the attenuated inverse was also used. After 

truncating with a Hanning window, the resultant FIR filter was scaled 

so that it had unity gain at zero frequ~ncy. 

The image statistics were generated by starting with the 

un degraded object statistics which had been measured previously. The 

object was modeled as having a constant mean and exponential 

autocovariance. 

therefore 

The equation for the autocorrelation function was 

(3.6) 

If ~x and ~y represent the lag, measured in number of pixel spacings, 

at which the autocorrelation is evaluated, then the value of p is 0.340. 

The value of 0 0
2 is 2500.0 and the value of r was 53.7. 

In order to obtain Rii(~X,~y) from Roo, the Fourier transform of 

Roo was evaluated and then multiplied by IB(f;,n)12. Then a constant 

term was added to the spectrum to account for the presence of 

uncorrelated noise. The result of this process was the image power 

spectrum which was then simply inverse transformed to obtain the image 

autocorrelation function. 

In order to obtain the cross correlation between the image and 

the desired output, the image power spectrum was multiplied by the 
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attenuated inverse filter and then inverse transformed. Given the 

image autocorrelation and the image-desired output crosscorrelation, it 

was an easy matter to obtain the linear equations whose solution 

yielded the MMSE-FIR approximation. 

All of the FIR filtering operations were performed on an lIS 

Model 70/E, which uses LUT scaling during the convolution. The extent 

to which roundoff error adversely affects the result is therefore 'a 

topic that needs to be .treated. A meaningful criterion by which to 

judge the adverse effects of the roundoff error is to compare it to the 

approximation error. For cases in which the roundoff error variance is 

less than 10 % of the approximation error, the problem is not serious 

enough to warrant concern, and the precision of the fixed-point 

implementation should be judged as adequate. The algorithm used to 

implement the convolution was a slightly modified version of the shift, 

scale and accumulate algorithm. Because of its slight differences, the 

treatment of roundoff error given earlier in this chapter is not 

directly applicable; however, with only minor revisions, it can be used. 

The exact modifications required are covered in Appendix B. Suffice it 

to say that it was quite straightforward to put an upper bound on the 

variance of the roundoff error as a function of filter size if one knew 

the upper bound on the FIR coefficients. None of the filters that were 

used had any coefficients larger than 3.0, and this was assumed to be 

the maximum value for the purposes of computing the roundoff error. 

Consequently, the roundoff error that is reported in the tables and 

graphs is a conservative, "upper bound" estimate. 
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Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 list the theoretical MSE (based on eq. 

2.13), the calculated MSE, the roundoff error and the normalized mean-

squared error (NMSE) which is defined as: 

E ( 0 - 0FIR )2 
NHSE = (3.7) 

where 0 is the desired output and 0FIR is the output obtained using FIR 

filtering methods. Note that for the Hanning window designs, 

theoretical MSE values are not calculated. These tables were all 

obtained using 9x9 FIR designs. Note that there is reasonable 

agreement between the theoretical MSE and the actual MSE, although the 

actual MSE was usually lower. Also, it is clear that the MMSE design 

consistently outperforms the Hanning window design. 

Table 3.4 shows the behaviour of the error as a function of 

filter size for the moderate blur, moderate noise case. (FHHM of 

Gaussian blur was 4 pixels; r.m.s noise value was 5.10) Again, the 

clear superiority of the ~lMSE design is shown. Also note the quadratic 

dependence of the roundoff on the length of the filter. While the 

small size of the roundoff noise seems to indicate that one could 

easily increase the filter to llxll, the hardware and software 

constraints described in Appendix B made this undesirable. 

It is interesting to actually compare the FIR output images to 

those that were obtained by using frequency-domain filtering 

techniques. Fig 3.3 shows the original, unblurred object along with two 

blurred, noisy images. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show the filtered versions of 

3.3b and 3.3c using 9x9 filters. As can be seen, the difference between 

the MMSE-FIR and the frequency-domain filtered image is difficult to 



Table 3.1. Mean-squared error of the FIR filtered output 
compared to the desired output. Blur 1: (Gaussian 
blur, FWHM = 2 pixels). 9x9 FIR filters used; 
roundoff noise variance is .237 

Mean Squared Error 
Design Std. Dev. of 

Technique Input Image Theoretical Observed "Normalized" 

H.M.S.E. 2.55 17.250 11.595 .286 % 

Hanning 2.55 25.430 .627 % 

M.M.S.E. 5.10 10.082 8.852 .217 % 

Hanning 5.10 27.971 .686 % 

M.M.S.E. 10.20 10.397 9.704 .236 % 

Hanning 10.20 31.770 .773 % 
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Table 3.2. Mean-squared error of the FIR filtered output 
compared to the desired output. Blur 2: (Gaussian 
blur, FWHM = 4 pixels). 9x9 filters used; 
roundoff noise variance is .237 

Mean Squared Error 
Design Std. Dev. of 

Technigue InEut Image Theoretical Observed "Normalized" 

M.M.S.E. 2.55 38.42 29.58 .722 % 

Hanning 2.55 130.00 3.18 % 

N.M.S.E. 5.10 29.33 25.18 .608 % 

Hanning 5.10 146.20 3.53 % 

M.M.S.E. 10.2 26.10 27.26 .645 % 

Hanning 10.2 186.70 4.42 % 
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Table 3.3. Mean-squared error of the FIR filtered output 
compared to the desired output. Blur 3: (Gaussian 
blur, FWHM = 8 pixels). 9x9 filters used; 
roundoff noise variance is .237 

Mean Squared Error 
Design Std. Dev. of 

Technique Input Image Theoretical Observed "Normalized" 

M.M.S.E. 2.55 198.2 157.2 3.50 % 

Hanning 2.55 725.0 16.2 % 

N.M.S.E. 5.10 206.5 174.3 3.78 % 

Hanning 5.10 783.9 17.0 % 

M.M.S.E. 10.2 179.5 163.9 3.42 % 

Hanning 10.2 844.9 17.6 % 
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Design 
Technique 

M.M.S.E. 

Hanning 

M.M.S.E. 

Hanning 

M.M.S.E. 

Hanning 

Table 3.4. Mean-squared error of the FIR filtered output 
compared to the desired output as a function of 
filter size. Blur 2: (Gaussian blur, FWHM = 4 
pixels). Std. Dev. of noise in input image is 5.10 

Mean Sguared Error 
Filter Variance of 
Size Roundoff Noise Theoretical Observed "Normalized" 

5x5 0.073 157.2 107.9 2.61 % 

5x5 0.073 283.10 6.84 % 

7x7 0.143 76.75 58.24 1.41 % 

7x7 0.143 240.5 5.81 % 

9x9 0.237 29.33 25.18 .608 % 

lO.2 0.237 146.2 3.53% 

~ 
~ 



(a) 

Figure 3.3. Original and degraded images used for simulations. 

(a) Original (i.e. undegraded) image. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3.3. (continued) 

(b) Gaussian blur: FWHM = 2 pixels; rms noise: 2.0% of peak 
signal (noise 2, blur 1 ). 

(c) Gaussian blur: FWHM = 4 pixels; rms noise: 1.0% of peak 
signal (noise 1, blur 2). 



(a) 

Figure 3.4. Windowed inverse filtered images: noise 2, blur 1. 

(a) frequency-domain filtered image. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3.4. (continued) 

(b) MMSE-FIR approximation used. 
(c) Hanning truncation used. 
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(a) 

Figure 3.5. Windowed inverse filtered images: noise 1, blur2. 

(a) frequency-domain filtered image. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3.5. (continued) 

(b) MMSE-FIR approximation used. 
(c) Hanning truncation used. 
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detect visually, while it is quite easy to see the differences between 

images produced by the Hanning windowed filter and those produced via 

frequency-domain filtering. Figs 3.6 and 3.7, which show the scaled, 

absolute value of the difference between the frequency domain result 

and the FIR filtered results, also show the closer degree of 

approximation realized when using the MMSE design technique. 

Another point to notice in examining Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 is that 

the error in the MMSE-FIR output is always less correlated than that in 

the Hanning windowed FIR output. It is characteristic of linear MHSE 

filters that their estimation error is statistically uncorrelated with 

the estimates produced by such filters. The fact that the error 

appears to be uncorrelated with itself as well is not, however, a 

necessary consequence of MMSE design. The correlation properties of 

the output error are given by its autocorrelation matrix which is given 

by: 

(3.8) 

In the examples run, the MMSE-FIR filters \'lere always superior 

to the windowed designs in terms of the fidelity of the output image. 

This is not meant to imply that MMSE-FIR filters always perform well. 

There are many situations where only high-order FIR filters can perform 

adequately. Such is true when it is necessary to approximate a very 

sharp cutoff in a spectral region where the image power spectrum is 

large. The efficacy of the MMSE-FIR design technique was not studied 

in those cases since the high-order FIR's have implementation problems 

on DP devices, and it is doubtful that there is any advantage over 

frequency-domain filtering when the order of the filter is large. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.6. Difference images: noise 2, blur 1. 

(a) absolute value of difference between images 3.4a and 3.4b 
multiplied by a scale factor of 7.51 

(b) absolute value of difference between images 3.4a and 3.4c 
multiplied by a scale factor of 8.35 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.7. Difference images: noise 1, blur 2. 

(a) absolute value of difference between images 3.5a and 3.5b 
multiplied by a scale factor of 5.72 

(b) absolute value of difference between images 3.5a and 3.5c 
multiplied by a scale factor of 3.86 



CHAPTER 4 

IMAGE RESTORATION EMPLOYING NONLINEAR ESTIMATORS 

The widespread use of linear estimators for image 

restoration is primarily the result of the ease with which such 

estimates can be calculated. While linear estimators often do provide 

significant improvement in image resolution, such improvement must be 

balanced against the am plification of image noise that occurs at 

frequencies for which the restoration transfer function's am plitude 

exceeds one (Frieden, 1975). This inherent tradeoff between improved 

resolution and noise amplification is the most serious disadvantage of 

the use of linear estimators; however, it is certainly not the onl y 

limitation. Another significant disadvantage is that linear estimators 

do not necessarily give positive estimates even when the true object is 

known to be positive. 

Nonlinear estimators have been proposed in the literature for 

many years and there is certainly an abundance of nonlinear estimators. 

Still, the actual employment of such methods is relatively infrequent 

even though the results are often significantly better than what can be 

achieved using linear methods. The major reason for such limited usage 

is that most nonlinear estimators require an enormous amount of 

computation. Furthermore, because they tend to be iterative, one is 

faced with the difficult problem of deciding when to terminate an 

iteration. There are other problems with nonlinear estimation 

54 
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techniques; often they are considerably more difficult to program than 

their linear counterparts. Also, a greater amount of experience is 

often required in order to use these methods effectively. The presence 

of free parameters in many of the estimator equations forces one to 

choose a specific parameter value which, hopefully, is close to the 

optimum choice, and a poor choice for a free parameter may lead to 

disappointing results. Finally, it is im portant to know when nonlinear 

estimators are likely to outperform linear estimators since it is often 

true that a nonlinear technique will only work well on an image of a 

specific type. While all of these problems must be dealt with, the 

computational burden is clearly the most serious obstacle. In spite of 

these problems, there are often clear advantages to be gained from 

using nonlinear techniques to restore images. Therefore, it is 

worth wile to inquire whether it is computationally feasible to use 

nonlinear estimation techniques more frequently. 

The remainder of this dissertation is concerned with the 

problem of com puting useful nonlinear estimates with reasonable 

computational effort. Special emphasis is given to the problem of 

finding what types of algorithms are amenable to solution on a DP 

device. This chapter considers some existing nonlinear estimation 

techniques, briefly introducing the rationale for their usage and also 

considering some computational aspects of their solution. The majority 

of the nonlinear estimators have a statistical origin or else are the 

result of imposing a priori constraints (e.g. positivity) on linear 

solutions in an iterative algorithm. The statistical methods are 

important because they tend to give good results in situations where 
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linear methods fail, such as with images having low signal-to-noise 

ratios. Also, when compared to the constrained, iterative algorithms, 

the statistical methods tend to be applicable to a wider class of 

images. No attempt has been made to give an exhaustive survey of 

nonlinear image estimation, since such an attempt would lead too far 

from the main subject of this dissertation. However, it is important to 

examine a few nonlinear techniques. The methods mentioned in this 

chapter are included for one or both of the following reasons: Either 

the estimator is frequently cited in the literature and is widely 

regarded as a superior method, or the structure of the estimator 

equations are such that they lend themselves to a reasonably fast 

com putational algorithm and the performance of the estimator is 

superior to linear methods. Particular emphasis is given to the UHLE 

technique which is used in subsequent chapters. 

Constrained, Iterative Restoration Algorithms 

The algorithms that iteratively impose constraints on linear 

solutions are all similar to the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (Gerchberg 

and Saxton, 1972), which was one of the first such methods to be 

proposed. In general, such techniques require that one possess some 

a priori constraint information in one or more domains or bases. The 

original data is usually partial knowledge of the object representation 

in a particular basis. These algorithms work by changing from one 

basis to another via a linear transformation. For each representation 

of the estimate, that is, for each basis in which the estimate is 

represented, one imposes those constraints that are applicable in that 
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particular basis. By cycling through all those bases for which one has 

constraint information, and then repeating this cycling in an iterative 

fashion, it is often possible to recover information not present in the 

original data. Youla (1978) has derived sufficient conditions for the 

convergence of such an iterative process. There are two important 

factors to note concerning such restoration algorithms: First, they 

tend to be quite sensitive to noise unless some regularizing technique 

is incorporated. Second, the change of basis via a linear (often 

unitary) transformation entails a good deal of computing. This 

computational burden can be lessened somewhat by the use of fast 

transform algorithms; however, such algorithms generally require global 

addressing of the data. Consequently, any hardware such as a DP device 

that is only capable of local addressing is poorly suited to such a 

computation, and for this reason, these algorithms will not be 

considered any further in this dissertation. 

Statistical Estimators 

There are two major classes of statistical estimators, the 

stochastic estimation techniques and those techniques that are based on 

a particle or grain model of image formation. The former methods 

assume that one knows probability density functions for the object and 

noise, and the point spread function of the imaging system. With this 

information in hand, it is possible to solve for that object which, with 

the given data, minimizes some specified cost. functional. Those 

methods that are based on a particle model treat the object itself as a 

probability density function which is to be estimated. The object is 
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estimated on the basis of the data constraints and some additional 

"estimation principle" which chooses a unique estimate from among the 

many that are consistent with the noisy data. 

Stochastic Estimation Techniques 

Among the stochastic estimation techniques, the maximum a 

posteriori (MAP) method is one of the most widely referenced 

techniques. The basic principle is to maximize p(.Q..li); that is, .Q.. is 

chosen so that p(.Q..li) is maximized. In practice, this maximization 

requires knowledge of p(!.Jo) and p(o). The first quantity, p(.!Jo), can 

be obtained from knowledge of the optical system I s point spread 

function and the noise properties of the image. This data can usually 

be obtained with accuracy sufficient to allow a solution. On the other 

hand, p(o) is usually far more difficult to accurately estimate. Hunt 

(1977) has suggested the use of a Gaussian model with stationary 

. covariance and nonstationary mean to model p(o). This results in a 

Wiener filter estimate if the imaging is linear and shift-invariant. If 

the detection process is assumed to obey the equation 

i = f(B£) + ~ (4.1) 

with nonlinear £, then the resulting estimator equations are nonlinear. 

The Gaussian statistics model which is used for reasons of simplicity 

allows the possibility of negative solutions and thus one of the major 

disadvantages of linear methods is not eliminated. A more accurate 

model of the object statistics which might alleviate this problem would 

result in a far more complicated solution. 
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Hunt considered possible methods of solving the estimator 

equations for the case where the detector nonlinearity was logarithmic, 

as in the case of photographic detection. He concluded that a gradient 

method (e.g. steepest descent) was the best way to effect a solution. 

The solution of the problem for LSI blur and photographic detection was 

given in the form 

T -1 
~p= <0> + RooR SbRnn [i-S(R£MAp)] (4.2) 

where s represents the nonlinear response of the detector and the 

matrix Sb is diagonal, with elements that are the derivative of s 

evaluated at the values R~. The direct solution of this equation 

via fixed-point (i.e. Picard) iteration was also considered by Hunt who 

concluded that such a method of solution held little promise of 

success. In fact, he indicated that one could start with a known 

object, simulate the imaging process and then show that this known 

object was a fixed point of eq 4.2; however, if the initial guess for 

~p deviated only slightly from this known solution, the fixed-point 

iteration diverged. Thus, since the simplest method of solving the 

equations failed, the slightly more complicated gradient based solution 

algorithms were tried. The solution of this problem by steepest 

descent entails only slightly more computation per iteration than 

straightforward fixed-point iteration and thus it can be performed 

while satisfying the constraint of a reasonable computational burden. 

A second stochastic restoration technique that will be 

mentioned here is due to Burke (1974). This technique, which he 

referred to as unconditional maximum likelihood estimation (UMLE), is 
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based on the assumption of Poisson object statistics and Poisson 

detection noise. In his derivation, Burke did not consider the p~oblem 

of assigning mean values for the Polsson object distribution until the 

estimator equation was solved. The solution that he obtained is given 

by the equation: 

<0> = £. exp[-aBT( ( i_l»l 
Bo + b - J (4.3) 

By assuming that the estimate should be very close to the mean, he was 

able to replace <0> with £.. With the equation modified in such a way, 

it is possible to obtain a solution via fixed-point iteration. 

Particle Based Restoration Techniques 

The restoration procedures based on a particle model of image 

formation are mostly based on Jaynes' maximum entropy or similar 

estimation principles. Typically, the object is represented by a 

probability density function (pdf), p(o ). The fact that a pdf is 
x,y 

required to be nonnegative insures that object estimates based upon 

this correspondence between objects and pdf's must be positive. 

Furthermore, the way in which this positivity constraint is introduced 

into the model is such that it is possible to obtain solutions. 

Positivity constraints that are placed on a solution in an ad hoc 

fashion typically cannot be solved in a closed form. 

With an object that radiates a total of N photons, and with 

the intensity at any position in the object being proportional to the 

number, n, of photons radiated from that position, nlN represents the 

relative frequency of occurrence for a photon leaving a given object 
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point. As N approaches infinity, the law of large numbers demands that 

this ratio approach p(ox,y) Now, a given image which has some noise 

component is consistent with many possible object distributions, or 

equivalently, many possible choices for p(ox,y) In order to form a 

unique estimate, all the "particle model" methods employ an additional 

constraint. The most popular of these is the maximum entropy principle 

which simply states that, from among those object distributions that 

are consistent with the data, the best estimate is the one that 

maximizes the entropy of the equivalent pdf, p(o ). 
x,y 

While other particle based estimation techniques exist, the 

remainder of this discussion will center on the use of a maximum 

entropy technique since it is by far the most commonly used. There are 

two forms that are used in the literature to represent entropy of an 

object: 

(4.4) 

and 

(4.5) 

The first of these two forms is often referred to as the Burg form of 

the entropy expression after J. Burg (1967), who first employed this 

expression in the estimation of power spectra from finite segments of 

autocorrelation functions. While it can be argued (Kikuchi and Soffer, 

1977) that this form of the entropy expression is the correct one under 

certain conditions, such as for bright sources in radio astronomy, it is 

still most successfully and most often applied to the power spectrum 

estimation problem. It is worth noting that this form of the entropy 

expression gives rise to a closed form solution for the object 
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estimation problem when the imaging process is assumed to be LSI and 

the process is one dimensional. Unfortunately, there is no provision 

for the presence of image noise in the closed form solution. The 

second form of the entropy expression is identical to the entropy 

expression of information theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949), and its 

application to estimation problems was first proposed by Jaynes (1968). 

Frieden was the first to suggest its use for the image restoration 

problem and he derived solutions for the cases of additive noise (1972). 

Frieden and Wells derived the analogous results for the case of Poisson 

noise (1978). 

Frieden handles image noise by treating the noise pattern as a 

separate "object" to be estimated. Thus, for additive noise, the sum of 

the entropies of the object and the noise is maximized, subject to the 

data constraints imposed by the imaging equations. In solving this 

problem via Lagrange techniques, each constraint equation leads to a 

new Lagrange multiplier and hence one usually has a large number of 

undetermined multipliers which must be solved for. Once these Lagrange 

multipliers have been found, the object and noise distributions can be 

computed directly. The equations that must be solved are: 

T !?. = exp[ -.!. - ll.!. - B 1. ] 

n = exp[ -1 + ). 

subject to the constraints: 

i = Bo + n 

P = E(Oj) (4.6) 

where ). and II are Lagrange multipliers and the second constraint 
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equation is simply a normalization constraint that demands that the 

total energy in the estimate is equal to the total energy in the image, 

P. 

As with Hunt's MAP estimator, the equations that result from 

Frieden's approach are nonlinear and wust be solved by some iterative 

technique. Frieden has stated that a Newton-Raphson iteration has been 

found to converge if one starts with an initial estimate that is zero 

at every point in the object. Further, the number of iterations 

required for convergence was typically less than forty in those cases 

that he tested. The problem with using a Newton-Raphson technique to 

solve the equations is that each iteration requires an enormous amount 

of computation. At each iteration, it is necessary to compute a 

Jacobian matrix which is quite large for images of reasonable size, and 

then one must solve a system of linear equations for which the Jacobian 

is the coefficient matrix. What makes this particularly burdensome is 

the fact that the structure of the Jacobian is not such that it lends 

itself to a fast solution of the corresponding system of linear 

equations. 

Andrews and Hunt (1977) note that the solution can also be 

computed using gradient techniques. Such algorithms require simpler 

computations at each iteration, but in general the number of iterations 

required for convergence is greater than for the Newton-Raphson 

technique. 

Gull and Daniell (1977) use the same entropy expression as 

Frieden, but handle the noise differently. Rather than attempt to 
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solve explicitly for the noise distribution and force the data 

constraints to be satisfied exactly, they allow some mismatch between 

the reblurred object estimate and the image data. The extent of the 

misinatch is determined by using a chi-squared statistic in conjunction 

with knowledge of the noise variance in the image. Specifically, if 

there are N2 points in the image and the noise variance at each point is 

given by 0. 2 , then it is required that: 
J 

= (4.7) 

This approach is similar in spirit to the constrained least-squares 

method of image restoration (Hunt, 1973), with the major difference 

being the fact that entropy is maximized subject to the "mismatch" 

constraint instead of maximizing the norm of some linear function of 

the object. In their original publication, Gull and Daniell proposed 

solving this problem directly via fixed-point iteration of the equation: 

[ T[ i-Ho ] l 
£. = exp -.!. + >.(H ~2 - )J (4.8) 

where >. is a scalar Lagrange multiplier ... ,hich must be chosen such that 

the resulting object estimate satisfies the constraint above. While no 

computation times are given for this problem, they state that there 

should be no difficulty in using this method to process images of up to 

256x256 with a "reasonably fast computer." In a subsequent publication, 

Burch, Gull and Skilling (1983) give some examples of images restored 

using the Gull and Daniell maximum entropy approach with a gradient 
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based algorithm to solve the equations. Using such an algorithm, they 

state that reasonable convergenc'e is obtained in 15 to 20 iterations 

for images with "reasonable" signal-to-noise ratios. Also, they state 

that 12 FFT calculations are required at each iteration and form the 

major part of the computational burden. 

An interesting point can be made concerning the similarity 

between Gull and Daniell's HE solution and Burke's UMLE solution. The 

0 2 term in eq. 4.8 represents the variance of the image noise at each 

pqint. If one considers the case of Poisson statistics as Burke did in 

his derivation of the UMLE estimator, then the noise variance is equal 

to the mean value of the image signal at a given point. A final 

assumption that.£. = <0> implies that <i)=~2. If these assumptions are 

used in eq 4.8, then the only difference between the two estimator 

equations is the presence of the multiplicative term, <0> in the UHLE 

estimator. In the UMLE derivation, this term represents the a priori 

mean of the object distribution, and if one assumes a uniform prior 

statistic, then the two estimators are identical. Furthermore, Frieden 

(1983) has pointed out that an ME estimate can be viewed as a MAP 

estimate that assumes a uniform prior statistic. This similarity 

suggests that it might be useful to use the following estimator 

equation: 

o = T[i-HOl <9..> exp( AH -£.2 -J ) (4.9) 

with A adjusted as suggested by Gull and Daniell so that a Chi-squared 

statistic meets a predetermined value. 



Convergence of Iterative Methods 
of Solving the Estimator Equations 
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All of the nonlinear methods presented, with the exception of 

the one-dimensional form of Burg's ME method, require some form of 

iterative algorithm in order to solve the estimator equations. While 

the iterative methods that are employed vary widely, there exist some 

basic theorems from the field of functional analysis (Kreyzsig, 1978) 

that enable one to view these iterative algorithms from a unified 

perspective. It is important to point out that the benefit of viewing 

iterative algorithms from such a perspective consists primarily of a 

better conceptual understanding of the conditions sufficient to insure 

convergence of an iterative algorithm. It is often quite difficult to 

prove that a given algorithm satisfies these conditions, and for this 

reason, the practical utility of the application of the methods of 

functional analysis to the problem of iterative restoration is limited. 

The estimator equations of interest usually contain some vector 

valued function, ~(~, which maps the N-dimensional real vector space 

into itself. Since the range of this function is a subset of its 

domain, it is possible to form an iterative sequence using the following 

rule: 

~=~(~-l) (4.10) 

A fixed point of the function F is a point for which the following 

condition is met: 

(4.11) 

If such a fixed point exists it is important to know those 

circumstances for which the simple iteration defined by eg. 4.10 will 
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converge to that fixed point. It is important to point out that the 

function F need not be the function obtained directly from the solution 

of the estimator equations. In fact, both Newton-Raphson and gradient 

search techniques are examples of fixed-point iterations of the form 

given by eq 4.10. It is merely the nature of the function F(x) which 

differs between these methods of solving the estimator equations. 

However, the convergence properties of these various methods can be 

vastly different. 

The contraction mapping theorem, which gives sufficient 

conditions for convergence of a fixed-point iteration is stated here: 

If there exists some closed neighborhood, D, around a fixed point, and 

if for all ~l and ~z that are elements of D the following condition 

holds: 

II F(~l) - F(.!z) II 5.. r 11~1 - ~zll ; r < 1 (4.12) 

then for any initial choice ~o in D, the simple iteration of eq. 4.10 

will converge to a unique fixed point. Furthermore, if the fixed point 

is denoted by x*, the norm of the error, II xn - x* II decreases 

monotonically as a function of n. The theorem also states that the 

error of the nth estimate is bounded by a quantity related to the error 

of the initial estimate, that is: 

(4.13) 

While the conditions of the contraction mapping theorem are too 

stringent for our purposes, because many functions that dn not satisfy 

eq. 4.12 have convergent fixed-point iterations, it does have some 
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usefulness. Most notably, the contraction mapping theorem also 

indicates the poterlda1 importance of starting an iteration with a good 

initial estimate, Since it is possible that an iteration that is started 

with an initial guess close to the fixed point will converge while one 

started with a poor initial guess may not converge, it seems reasonable 

to assume that the safest starting point should resemble the image 

data. Often the image, or a reb1urred version of the image, can serve 

as a useful starting estimate. It should be pointed out that some of 

the past work in the field of nonlinear image restoration (Frieden, 

1975) indicates that the initial estimate is not at all crucial; 

however, since the effort involved in computing a reasonable initial 

estimate using the image data is usually small in comparison with the 

computational effort expended in one iteration of the algorithm, it is 

usually a good idea to compute a decent initial estimate. (These 

statements concerning an initial estimate may not be applicable to the 

case of imaging systems where the data is in "coded" form). 

As mentioned above, convergence is often quite difficult to 

prove and often one can only cite a consistent record of successful 

examples to indicate that a given algorithm converges. Though such a 

lack of analytical results is frustrating, it should not affect one's 

decision as to which algorithm to use. Often those algorithms that 

seem most recalcitrant in terms of our ability to mathematically 

analyze their behaviour are ones that empirically seem to have 

excellent convergence properties. An excellent example of such an 

algorithm is the UMLE iterative algorithm proposed by Burke. 
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Behaviour of the UMLE and Related Algorithms 

While no attempt will be made it this section to prove that the 

UMLE algorithm converges, a heuristic discussion of its behaviour is 

given. There are two points about the UMLE estimator equations that 

should be made immediately. First, if the background term is assumed 

to be zero on the basis of some a priori knowledge, the inverse filter 

solution is a fixed point of the estimator equation if the additional 

assumption E.. = <0> is made. This assumption, which is used in the 

iterative algorithm in the absence of knowledge of the true value of 

<0>, clearly has its limits, and it is only when those limits are 

ignored that one is faced with an apparent problem. It is known that 

<0> cannot assume negative values, thus any point for which the inverse 

solution is negative is one for which the assumption above must be 

incorrect. A second point to note about the UMLE equations is that, if 

they are used as the basis for a fixed-point iteration with the initial 

estimate being nonnegative, all subsequent estimates are nonnegative. 

Thus, the desirable property of conserving the positive constrained 

nature of the solution is insured throughout the iteration. 

The tendency of the UMLE fixed-point iteration to converge is 

clearly the result of the form of the exponent,~. Considering the 

form of the exponent: 

(4.14) 

one can see that if the condition 

i = Ho + b (4.15) 

is met, then ~ is identically zero. If!. denotes the "mismatch" between 
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the image and the reblurred object plus background, i.e: 

,t= 
i - Ho - b 

Bo + b 
(4.16) 

then one can see that the condition that .t = ~is very nearly the same 

as the condition that 0 is the inverse filter solution. However, the 

presence of the background term also allows 0 to deviate from the 

inverse solution. The tendency toward convergence is the result of the 

fact that, assuming the background estimate is accurate, when the 

object value is too small at a point j, ~j>O and ~j tends to be greater 

than zero causing OJ to be forced to take on larger values. Likewise, 

if OJ is too large, ~j<O and ~j tends to be less than zero forcing OJ to 

take on a smaller vulue at the next iteration. 

It is also worth noting that the term 1. is smoothed by the 

blurring function B. This blurring may relax the requirement t~~t .t 

must be identical to 0 in order for ~ to be equal to the zero vector. 

Strictly speaking however, it is only for those cases for which the 

blur function is singular that such a relaxation of the requirement, 

~=~, actually occurs. This can be seen quite readily in the frequency 

domain. Only if the blur function's frequency response attains the 

value 0 at some frequencies can the mismatch be nonzero. Any 

frequency for which the Fourier transform of ~is nonzero must be one 

for which the blur function's frequency response is equal to zero. In 

practice, a blur function that exhibits strong attenuation at some 

frequencies will have nearly the same effect as one that is equal to 

zero at those frequencies. For example, if the vector ~ is highly 

oscillatory, then a blur function that is very broad in extent should 
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reduce the magnitude of H~ to very nearly zero. This results in a very 

minor change in £ from one iteration to the next. If this is the case, 

then one may consider the iteration to have converged in a practical 

sense. 

The reblurring of a term closely related to .t is a common 

feature of many of the nonlinear restoration algorithms and so the 

comments above are applicable to more than UHLE restoration. Heinel 

(private communication) has shown that several restoration techniques, 

including maximum entropy, can be solved using simple fixed-point 

iterations. The term H~ or a similar term is present in most of the 

algorithms that he developed. 

Another important characteristic of the UHLE algorithm is its 

inclusion of a background term. The image is assumed to be the noisy 

sum of two terms: a blurred object plus a background brightness. In 

practice, each of these must be estimated. However, it is usually 

beneficial to view the problem as one of estimating only the object. 

By breaking the image into this sum of two 'com ponents, one can 

concentrate on those aspects that are usually the most interesting or 

significant. Typically, it is edges and fine detail that one is most 

interested in restoring, and by considering the background to consist of 

slowly varying image components, it is possible to concentrate on 

restoring the higher frequency detail. The benefit to be gained from 

such a division can be understood in terms of the discussion above 

relating to the mismatch term,.t. By using a nonzero background 

estimate, one increases the likelihood of obtaining a zero value for the 

object estimate at any given location. At those locations for which 
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the object estimate is equal to zero, the exponent ~ need not be equal 

to zero in order to attain a fixed point. This has the effect of 

creating new degrees of freedom that can be incorporated into the 

object estimate. Thus, in a region in which the object estimate attains 

a value of 0 at one or more points, the nonzero values are less 

constrained. 

The convergence bahaviour of the UMLE algorithm is similar to 

the behaviour of a contraction mapping in the sense that the norm of 

the difference between successive estimates decreases monotonically in 

the early stages of an iteration. As an example, a one-dimensional 

restoration of a two point object was carried out. For this particular 

example, the background estimate was fixed at its true value so that a 

changing background estimate would not affect the convergence metric. 

The convergence metric, £2(N), was defined to be the Euclidean norm of 

the difference between successive elements. A one-dimensional 

simulation was carried out so that a large number of iterations could 

be performed. The result of this simulation is graphed in Fig. 4.1 

where the logarithm of £2(N) is plotted as a function of the logarithm 

of the iteration number. This graph indicates the steady nature of the 

convergence process. Also noteworthy is the fact that £2(N) decreases 

monotonically up to iteration number 1707; thus, for iterations of 

reasonable length, the UMLE estimator behaves as a contraction mapping. 

The point was made earlier concerning the similarity of the ME 

estimator of eq. 4.8 to the UMLE estimator. However, a fixed-point 

iteration using equation 4.8 in a straightforward fashion does not 

converge. It is possible to attain convergence in a practical sense 
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(i.e. very small changes from one iteration to the next) if one damps 

the equations by averaging previous iterates (Gull and Daniell, 1978). 

For example, by simply using the following equation: 

(4.17) 

with O( a( 1, it is often possible to stabilize the iteration and obtain 

a convergent sequence. Unfortunately, there is a price to be paid for 

such stabilization and that is often that a very slow rate of 

convergence is the result of such techniques. 

If one uses an equation similar to 4.9 as the basis for an 

iterative algorithm, then the stability of the iteration is markedly 

improved over the ME iteration, and it is often not necessary to resort 

to stabilizing techniques in order to insure convergence. 



CHAPTER 5 

NONLINEAR ESTIMATION AND DISPLAY-PROCESSOR DEVICES 

The previous chapter briefly discussed some of the advantages 

of nonlinear estimation and also pointed out some of the methods used 

to solve the equations associated with such techniques. It was also 

mentioned that the computational demands of such methods are quite 

severe. What was not mentioned, however, was the fact that a 

significant portion of the computation involves the evaluation of a 

convolution which is usually performed using FFT computations. It was 

shown in chapters 2 and 3 that for linear filtering operations, one 

could often replace the frequency-domain filtering operation by a 

spatial-domain convolution employing an FIR kernel and still obtain 

acceptable results. If one could use the same tactic to replace the 

linear filtering operations required for iterative algorithms, the time 

needed to compute many of the nonlinear estimates could be reduced 

substantially. However, there are more problems that can arise when 

using FIR convolution in an iterative algorithm than when such an 

operation is performed only once. 

The first question that comes to mind is whether the truncation 

of a kernel has any serious effect on the nature of the restoration. 

Also, one must be more concerned with the effects of roundoff error in 

an iterative computation since such errors arising at one iteration may 

be amplified by subsequent iterations. Intuitively, it would seem that 
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the degree to which one must be concerned with roundoff error is 

closely related to the convergence properties of the iteration, and 

such a link will be shown later in this chapter. 

Kernel Truncation 
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One would expect that the effect of kernel truncation on the 

solution would be negligible provided that the energy of the truncated 

portion of the kernel is significantly smaller than the energy of the 

portion retained. While such an argument is convincing for a single 

pass, one must be careful when looking at the effect on a solution 

obtained in an iterative fashion. Again, there is the possibility that 

the small changes at each iteration that are the result of kernel 

truncation may be am plified or enhanced during subsequent iterations. 

Such behaviour may be present in some iterative algorithms while absent 

in others. However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, many of the 

nonlinear estimators can be evaluated using iterations that are very 

similar in structure. In particular, the term H.!. (see eq. 4.16) or a 

similar term is often present. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect 

that kernel truncation effects for similar algorithms would be similar. 

On the basis of that expectation, the restoration of a single, unit

width pulse was performed using the miLE algorithm with varying kernel 

sizes. In evaluating the effect of the finite kernel size, comparisons 

were made with restorations of the same images that were com puted 

using frequency-domain filtering for evaluation of the convolutions. 

The two figures of merit used for the comparisons were the FWHH's of 

the restored pulses and the peak values of the restored pulses. The 
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blur that was used in forming the images was a two-dimensional "sinc

squared" function, which would arise as the incoherent PSF of a 

diffraction limited system with a square pupil. The sampling interval 

was .1875 of the Rayleigh interval (sampling rate is 2.67 times the 

Nyquist rate); thus, the central lobe of the blur function has an 

extent of approximately 11x11. The amplitude of the original pulse was 

300.0 on a background of 3.0, and after blurring the maximum amplitude 

was approximately 14.0. The blurred pulse was corrupted with Poisson 

noise resulting in an image with a maximum SNR of about 3.75. There 

were 7 different starting images used, each of these had identical 

blurs and SNR's but different noise patterns. Each of these 7 

different images was restored with the UMLE algorithm using 

convolutions with truncated kernels of area 5x5, 7x7, and 9x9 as well 

as with the full kernel. The truncated kernels were all normalized so 

that their volume was equal to 1.0. The results are tabulated in 

Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 where the comparisons were made on a percentage 

basis. That is, for a given image, the FWHH's and peak values of the 

FIR restorations are given as a percentage of the FWHM and peak value 

of a restoration of the same image using the full kernel. 

The results of these comparisons support the conclusion that 

the truncation effects are small for kernels that are not severely 

truncated. The FWHM results are particularly encouraging since this is 

quite an important measure of the ability of an algorithm to resolve 

point objects. For the cases using the 7x7 and 9x9 kernels where the 

truncated portion of the kernel contains less than 25% of the energy, 

the FWHN is consistently within 10 % of the value obtained using the 



Table 5.1. FWHM of the restored pulses using truncated kernels. 
(Given as a percentage of the FWHM of the non
truncated result.) 

Trial No. Kernel Size 

5x5 7x7 9x9 

1 96.4 91.6 99.1 
2 124.0 100.5 103.1 
3 83.7 98.0 97.5 
4 86.4 99.5 96.5 
5 129.5 106.3 105.7 
6 56.1 101.4 106.3 
7 101.6 96.8 100.5 

Ave. 96.8 99.2 101.2 
Std. Dev. 18.9 3.2 3.2 

Table 5.2. Total energy of the restored pulses using truncated 
kernels. (Given as a percentage of the total energy 
of the non-truncated result.) 

Trial No. Kernel Size 

5x5 7x7 9x9 

1 75.0 72.0 86.5 
2 80.1 73.9 89.7 
3 81.5 75.4 85.4 
4 75.0 70.0 81.7 
5 71.0 68.1 84.3 
6 79.2 75.6 85.8 
7 77.7 73.8 83.8 

Ave. 77 .1 72.7 85.3 
Std. Dev. 2.5 2.6 2.3 
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Table 5.3. Peak value of the restored pulses using truncated 
kernels. (Given as a percentage of the peak value 
of the non-truncated result.) 

Trial No. Kernel Size 

5x5 7x7 9x9 

1 64.7 94.1 88.8 
2 38.7 74.9 81.4 
3 55.3 75.3 86.3 
4 64.9 76.3 89.7 
5 31.4 61.2 76.0 
6 47.9 71.5 73.8 
7 45.4 77.6 82.1 

Ave. 49.8 75.8 82.6 
Std. Dev. 11.7 9.0 5.7 
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full kernel. For the cases using a 5x5 kernel, this is not true; 

however, for the 5x5 kernel, the truncation energy is 40.5 i. of the 

total kernel energy and thus, such results are not surprising. What 

may be surprising is the fact that the FWHM for the 5x5 cases are not 

consistently larger or smaller than the full kernel results, and this 

fact seems to be coupled to an apparently greater sessitivity to noise 

for the 5x5 cases as compared to the 7x7 and 9x9 cases. In fact, when 

using the 5x5 kernel, the actual location of the pulse was incorrectly 

estimated in 4 of the 7 cases. This appears to be due to the fact that 

the smaller kernel does not average over as many pixels and thus is 

more likely to give an incorrect result based on contributions due to 

noise. Thus, both pulse width and pulse location are quite sensitive to 

noise. 

Another tendency appears in the data given in the table: the 

size of the restored peak seems to be closely correlated with the 

energy of the unscaled, truncated kernel. Thus, for the 9x9 kernel 

which contains 85.5 % of the full kernel energy, the estimated peaks 

average 82.6% of the peaks estimated using the full kernel. Similarly, 

for the 7x7 kernel, the energy is 79.2 % of the total while the 

estimated peaks average 75.8 % and for the 5x5 kernels where the energy 

is 59.5, the estimated peaks average 49.8 %. This type of behaviour 

would be most noticeable for impulse type objects. It can be remedied 

by not rescaling the truncated kernel; however, this strategy leads to 

problems when restoring images that have uniform or slowly varying 

regions since it elevates the mean value of the restored object in such 

regions. 
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Another good illustration of the results of truncation can be 

seen in Figs. S.la and S.lb. Here, the result of kernel truncation on a 

UNLE restoration of a two-point object is shown. Fig. S.la shows the 

restoration after 20 iterations resulting from using SxS, 7x7, and 9x9 

kernels and also the result obtained using FFT based convolutions. Fig. 

5.lb shows the restoration of the same object after 80 iterations. The 

most noteworthy feature is the poor performance of the 5xS kernel. 

The result after 80 iterations shows the inability to settle in on a 

two point object. The problem of sensitivity to noise is clearly seen 

as there are several peaks in the restoration that are spurious. The 

restorations employing 7x7 and 9x9 kernels do not suffer from this 

problem, and their resolution improvement is comparable to that of the 

FFT based restoration. 

The Effect of Roundoff Error During an Iteration 

The behaviour of an iteration of the form of eq. 4.10 may be 

substantially different when roundoff error is introduced at each step 

of the iteration. Clearly, the most important question that needs to 

be answered is whether an iteration that con".'erges when all 

calculations are exact, still converges when the calculations are 

approximate. For contraction mappings, there are some theorems that 

exist concerning the behaviour of the approximate iterations. One of 

these theorems indicates that an iteration with roundoff error will 

converge to the exact solution only if the roundoff error approaches 

zero as the iteration number approaches infinity. The probability of 

this condition existing is essentially zero. At least in the early 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.1. Effect of kernel truncation on restoration. 

(a) after 20 iterations (b) after 80 iterations; For a and 
b, the sequence of kernel sizes from upper left of each image 
(clockwise direction): 5x5, 7x7, full kernel, 9x9. 
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stages of an iteration, the error introduced at any step should have 

approximately the same statistical characteristics as that introduced 

at any other step, and there is no reason to believe that this 

behaviour changes substantially as the iteration number increases. 

Exact convergence in the presence of roundoff is, therefore, 

not a possibility; however, neither is it a necessity. Any actual 

iteration will be terminated after a finite number of steps and this 

termination will result in some estimation error. The more important 

considerations are whether the roundoff error precludes the possibility 

of obtaining a sufficiently accurate esti~ate of the exact solution and 

also, if an estimate of sufficient accuracy is achievable, does the 

presence of the roundoff error substantially increase the number of 

iterations required to obtain such an estimate. At least a partial 

answer to these questions exists in the form of the theorem given by 

Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970) and reproduced here: 

If G is a contraction on some subset D of R
n 

with contraction 

constant A, and G another mapping on D for which IIGx-~xll~e; for 

all x in D, and if for some 'b in D, there is a closed ball, S, 

centered on 'b with a radius given by: 

(s.la) 

that is wholly contained in D then the sequence: 

(s.lb) 

remains in Sand 

E: 

I-A 
(s.le) 
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th Also if ~=yP and ~ is the k-- member of the sequence given by eq. 

4.10, then 

(S.ld) 

The last part of the theorem is the most important since it states that 

if at each step, a roundoff error not exceeding E is introduced, then 

the sequence will "converge" to within a ball of radius l~A that is 

centered on the exact solution. 

This theorem is encouraging in the sense that it allows one to 

expect that a reasonable approximation to the true solution can be 

found if the roundoff error is small. However, typically, one does not 

know the value of A or E. While the value of E is easily determined for 

linear mappings, such is not usually the case for nonlinear mappings. 

Another fact to note about the result given above is that only an upper 

bound is given for the radius of uncertainty, and this is often not a 

useful estimate of the error. 

It is possible to obtain an estimate of the rms error radius if 

one considers a subset of contraction mappings. Specifically, if one 

considers those mappings for which the norm of the Jacobian matrix is 

n strictly less than 1 in a subspace, D, of R that is mapped into itself, 

then it can be shown that the error radius is given by: 

n-1 

I<r'r> '" a 
- T 
~ Tr(F~ F~) + N (S.2a) 
p=l 

where 
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(5.2b). 

Also, a bound can be found for the rms error radius: 

I<r·r> < 
/Ncr 
I-A 

where A is the bound on the 1-2 norm of the Jacobian matrix when 

(5.3) 

evaluated in the subspace D. The derivation of these results is carried 

out in Appendix C. 

While the theoretical results lead one to be hopeful concerning 

the feasibility of using finite-precision (fixed-point) hard ware to 

perform iterative image restorations, these results do not prove the 

feasibility of such an approach. It is necessary to resort to 

simulations in order to actually answer questions dealing with the 

number of bits required for acceptable convergence and stability of an 

iterative sequence. Although simulations do not have the wide 

applicability of analytical results, they do provide useful answers to 

questions of limited scope. 

The simulations described here all used a modified form of the 

UNLE algorithm because of the good convergence properties that this 

algorithm exhibits. Consequently, one would expect the behaviour 

described here to be representative of those algorithms such as the 

iteration proposed by Lucy (1974), or the iteration described by eq. 4.9, 

because these algorithms also have stable iterations that converge 

rapidly. Algorithms that require some form of stabilization for 



convergence, such as the Gull and Daniell maximum entropy iteration, 

should not be expected to have similar behaviour. 
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The object that was restored consisted of two equal amplitude 

point o~ects that were separated by .75 times the Rayleigh distance of 

the imaging system. (The imaging PSF was a two-dimensional "sinc

squared" function.) There was also a uniform background component to 

the object brightness; its amplitude was 1 % of the amplitude of the 

point objects. The image noise was Poisson with a peak SNR of 

approximately 4. The sampling interval is .1875 times the Rayleigh 

interval. For these simulations, a 9x9 kernel was used since, as 

mentioned previously, this was found to be adequate for use in such 

circu m stances. 

Several simulations were attempted, each one consisting of 

restoring an image of the 2 point object described above. The starting 

images all had identical SNR's but different noise. The purpose of 

these simulations was to assess the effect of fixed-point math used 

during convolution operations on the speed of convergence and stability 

of the restoration, as well as on the fidelity of the fixed-point 

result when compared to the result of the floating point calculation. 

All memoryless, nonlinear mappings that were evaluated during these 

tests were calculated using floating-point math; thus only those 

operations that are most demanding in terms of computational burden 

were considered as candidates for fixed-point implementation. The 

nature of the fixed-point simulations were such that they modeled the 

type of implementation described earlier as a shift, scale and 

accumulate convolution, since this is the most common kind for DP 
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devices. The input to each convolution consisted of a two-dimensional 

array of values each represented by an N-bit number. Each 

multiplication of an array value by a kernel element was exact and was 

followed by rounding to N bits. The summations of the rounded products 

were exact. 

The first question that arises concerning roundoff error is how 

this error affects the convergence of an iteration. The plots shown in 

Fig. 5.2 give a good indication of what one can expect. Figure 5.2a 

shows the convergence metric as a function iteration number, I, for the 

simulation where floating-point math was used. Figures 5.2b,c,d and e 

show the same type of plot for the simulations with fixed-point 

convolutions of the type described in the previous paragraph with 

N=14, 12, 10 and 8 respectively. The first thing to note is that the 

behaviour of the convergence in the fixed-point simulations relative to 

its behaviour in the floating-point simulation changes as the iteration 

number changes. Thus while all plots show similar behaviour for the 

first few iterations, only the N=14 plot follows the floating-point 

result closely for I close to 80, the value at which the iteration was 

termina ted. Presumably, the close agreement between the N=14 and 

floating point cases would have vanished if the iteration had been 

permitted to continue beyond 80 steps. 

Thus, it is clear from Fig. 5.2 that the question: "How many 

bits are needed?" is poorly posed unless one also knows roughly h0111 

many iterative steps are required to give a satisfactory result. Quite 

frequently, nonlinear restor:ltion techniques aim at achieving some 

degree of superresolution and for such performance, one is likely to 
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Figure S.2. Convergence metric vs. iteration number; 
varying precision. 
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require a minimum of 20 iterations when using the type of algorithm 

tested in these simulations. It is quite clear, on the basis of the 

convergence behaviour alone, that 8-bit convolutions are inadequate for 

such tasks and 10-bit convolutions are only marginally useful. 

Plots such as those shown in Figure 5.2 can only shed light on 

questions dealing with how quickly an iterative sequence approaches a 

solution and how stable the iteration is with respect to fluctations 

away from a solution as the iteration number increases. An equally 

important consideration is whether or not use of fixed-point math in 

convolutions would lead to a significantly different "solution." One 

way to assess the agreement between the two results is to consider the 

floating-point result as the exact solution ~nd calculate the NMSE of 

the fixed-point result. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 list the results of such a 

comparison. The results were compared after 20 and 80 iterations of 

the UMLE algorithm. The values used for N were 9 through 13 and a 

total of 5 different starting images were used for these comparisons. 

While the decision as to how small the NNSE must be before being judged 

acceptable is a subjective one, a 5 % NMSE is used here as the threshold 

of acceptable performance. Using this criterion, it can be seen that 11 

bits are often adequate but do occasionally lead to an unacceptably 

large disagreement with the floating-point result. On the other hand, 

the use of a 12-bit convolution gave acceptable results for all the 

simulations performed. Figure 5.3 illustrates one example of how the 

use of fixed-point convolution affects the restoration of a particular 

image. The output of the iterative process at 20 and 80 iterations are 

shown for all cases from N=8 to N=14. Also shown for comparison is 



Table 5.4 NMSE(%) of restorations calculated using fixed point 
math during convolutions. N is the number of bits 
used during convolutions. (After 20 iterations of 
UMLE algorithm.) 

Trial No. N 

9 10 11 12 13 --
I 8.7 13.7 2.5 .61 .11 
2 10.3 5.4 1.5 .31 .05 
3 12.4 12.3 2.2 .39 .05 
4 10.9 2.8 .7 .16 .02 
5 11.5 3.7 1.0 .17 .01 

Table 5.5 NMSE(%) of restorations calculated using fixed point 
math during convolutions. N is the number of bits 
used during convolutions. (After 80 iterations of 
UMLE algorithm.) 

Trial No. N 

9 10 11 12 13 --
I 51.9 15.9 6.4 2.60 .25 
2 45.4 240.2 6.0 0.83 .30 
3 63.1 33.2 8.3 1.50 .39 
4 37.3 15.3 5.2 0.74 .14 
5 20.9 47.5 6.1 1.60 .25 

90 
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Figure 5.3. Effect of roundoff error during convolutions. 

Top row shows result of 8-bit convolutions; second row shows 
9-bit results; third row shows 10-bit results; fourth row 
shows 11-bit results. The left column shows results after 20 
iterations while the right column is after 80 iterations. 



Figure 5.3. (continued) 

Top row is 12-bit result; second row shows 13-bit result; 
third row shows 14-bit result and the bottom row shows the 
result obtained with folating-point arithmetic used in 
convolutions. 
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the result of the same restoration employing floating-point math during 

the convolution operations. This figure shows a case where the 11 bit 

resul t is unacceptable. l~hile this is certainly not typical of the 

level of performance obtained with N=l1, it certainly serves to 

reinforce the notion that one is on shaky ground when relying on the 

results obtained with this level of precision. 

The study of roundoff error presented up to this point 

considered only the results of using fixed-point math during 

convolution. Other operations are required in order to perform a 

restoration. Typically, one also needs to be able to implement 

division, multiplication and a nonlinear mapping in order to perform a 

restoration. ~hile the bulk of the computational load is the result of 

convolution operations, it would certainly be beneficial if these other 

operations could also be performed with adequate accuracy using fixed 

point arithmetic implementations. This would enable an even greater 

share of the computational task to be handled by a DP device. In the 

next chapter, the full implementation of the mILE algorithm on a 

particular 12-bit DP device is described. 



CHAPTER 6 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A NONLINEAR RESTORATION ON'A DP DEVICE 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an example of a 

nonlinear image restoration algorithm that was successfully imple

mented on a DP device. It is hoped that this example demonstrates the 

feasibility of using these devices for a limited number of strongly 

convergent, iterative restoration algorithms. The chapter gives a 

detailed look at how the algorithm is implemented, thereby bringing to 

light some limitations of a specific architecture as well as providing a 

look at some of the factors that must be considered if such an 

implementation is to be successful. Because of the detailed nature of 

the treatment in this chapter, it will be necessary to provide a 

thorough description of the processor used. Such a description has 

been provided in Appendix D. If the reader is not familiar with the 

architecture of the Vicom system, it is probably best to read Appendix 

D before continuing further in this chapter. 

The actual computation of an iterative restoration corlsists of 

properly executing a number of elementary operations: image addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, division and nonlinear mapping as well as 

convolution. Thus, the focus in much of this chapter :i" on how each of 

these elementary operations can be accurately implemented. After a 

detailed description of these operations has been provided, examples of 

restorations performed on the Vicom will be given. Finally, there is a 

brief section dealing with architectural features that is intended to 
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point out strengths and weaknesses of various hardware designs for DPs 

in terms of their ability to perform iterative, nonlinear restorations. 

Implementation of Elementary Operations 

Scaling 

When one is forced to work with a limited number of bits, it is 

imperative that they be used wisely. Because the Vicom is only capable 

of fixed-point math, the dynamic range of the data in an array must be 

limited. However, during a restoration, it may be necessary to compute 

two-dimensional arrays that represent object estimates, the quotient of 

two image arrays or the difference of 2 image arrays. The need to 

handle arrays that have vastly different ranges of values demands that 

one use some method of scaling or else resort to using an impractically 

large number of bits to represent the data. One method of scaling 

which has recieved a considerable amount of attention is the use of a 

block floating-point format (Taylor, 1983). This method is based on the 

assumption that any specific array does not need to have both very 

large and very small numbers represented with a high degree of 

accuracy; in an array containing some very large values it is probably 

not necessary that the small values be known with great accuracy. 

Thus, the block floating-point method of scaling considers an array of 

fixed-point values to represent an array of mantissa values with the 

entire array possessing the same exponent. 

A nethod that is similar to the block floating-point method is 

one that associates a scale factor, rather than an exponent, with each 

array. During each processing step, the output image is scaled so that 



its maximum value is close to the maximum value that can be 

represented with the fixed number of available bits. This is the 

method that was chosen for implementation on the Vicom. It is 

important to realize that the maximum output value of any operation 

may not be known in advance and therefore one may be only able to 

scale so that most of available dynamic range is used. This lack of 

precise knowledge will cause a loss of some precision, but this loss 

can usually be kept to less than one bit. 

Addition, Subtraction and Nonlinear Mappings 
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Each of these three operations can be quite easily implemented 

on the Vicom by using the point processor. The ALU unit is capable of 

performing the addition and subtraction operations using two's 

complement math. The major problem here is the potential for overflow 

which exists during addition if the input arrays are improperly scaled. 

If it is known that an array is to be used in an addition operation with 

an array of similar values, it is important to scale it such that it 

uses only half of the full dynamic range. 

The nonlinear mappings can be performed using the LUT. The 

most commonly encountered mappings are exponential and logarithmic, 

and these mappings deviate significantly from linear behaviour. This 

deviation causes a loss of precision during the mapping operation. To 

see this, consider an exponential mapping where the input and output 

values must be represented by fixed-point values with a given number of 

bits. The mapping is of the form: 

OUT c: 13 ·exp[a ·IN] (6.1) 
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where a is fixed, and e is chosen so that the maximum input value is 

mapped into the maximum allowable output value. However, when this is 

done, several distinct input values at the low end of the input range 

may get mapped into identical output levels. Specifically, if n is 

equal to the number of input values that are mapped to the same output 

level as the zero input, then n satisfies the equation: 

INT[e • exp(n·a) + 0.5] = 1 + INT[e + 0.5] (6.2) 

where INT[x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 

This can be approximated by the equation: 

n = In((l+e)/ e) (6.3) 
a 

This is a problem that is exacerbated by careless scaling procedures, 

and so once again, the importance of scaling should be emphasized. 

Whether or not this loss of precision seriously affects the results of 

an iterative restoration is a question that can only be answered after 

one has obtained these results. 

Multiplication and Division 

The multiplication or division of two images is more difficult 

to implement since there is no hardware to perform these operations 

directly. However, it is possible to use a series of steps, each 

employing the hardware in the point processor, in order to perform 

either of these operations. The method used depends upon the fact that 

the logarithm of the product (or quotient) of two numbers is equal to 

the sum (or difference) of logarithms of the numbers taken 

individually. Thus, the log mapping allows the binary operation of 
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multiplication, for which no hardware realization exists on the Vicom, 

to be evaluated indirectly using the binary operation of addition, which 

does have a hardware realization. 

The first step in evaluating the product of 2 arrays is to load 

the LUT with a logarithmic mapping function and then pass each of the 

arrays through the LUT, producing 2 intermediate arrays. These two 

arrays are then summed, with the result again being sent through the 

LUT which now contains an exponential map. Notice that the scaling of 

the input arrays does not affect the operation of this algorithm except 

for issues dealing with precision of the results. Thus, the 2 input 

arrays may be scaled by different amounts as long as this fact is noted 

when computing the scale factor associated with the output array. 

Convolution 

As mentioned in Appendix D, convolution on the Vicom is most 

easily implemented using the SVD/SGK technique which was described in 

chapter 2. The kernels that have been used for the restorations on the 

Vicom are separable, and therefore, no singular value decompositions of 

the kernel matrices are necessary. If non-separable kernels are used, 

the computational times will be increased, but the quality of a 

restoration will not be seriously affected provided that the kernels 

are of a low-pass nature. Also, an extra channel of image memory is 

needed if a non-separable kernel is used. 

Given the fact that SGK convolution is used, there are still 

options for section ordering and scaling which must be decided upon. 

The manner in which these two issues are handled will affect the 
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accuracy of the results. The treatment of section ordering is due to 

Chan and Rabiner (1973b) and Lee (1980); the scaling method is a 

modified form of sum scaling (Jackson, 1970). 

Section Orderin~. The SGK implementation of a convolution 

operation is a multiple pass technique. In general, at each pass, the 

output of the previous pass is convolved with a new 3x3 kernel. The 

convolution operation is a commutative one, and so it would appear at 

first glance that the order in which the 3x3 sections are cascaded does 

not affect the output. Unfortunately, this state of affairs only 

exists when each of the 3x3 sections is evaluated with infinite 

precision. 

In order to assess the various possible section orderings, it is 

necessary to develop a model of the roundoff error in an SGK cascade 

implementation. The model used is shown in Figure 6.1; it was 

developed by Lee. The basic assumption of this model is that the 

actual cascade of finite precision sections is equivalent to a cascade 

of infinite precision sections, Hj, with a noise source, ej, added at the 

output of each section. A further assumption is made that all of the 

noise sources are statistically equivalent and produce white noise 

sequences. Each of the noise sources, except for that one due to the 

last section, are filtered by those stages that follow it. Using this 

model, the section ordering problem reduces to the problem of finding 

the ordering for which the sum of the filtered noise sequences in 

minimized. Unfortunately, even this problem becomes unwieldy quite 

rapidly an the number of stages increases. If a cascade contains M 

sections, then M! orderings must be considered in order to find the one 
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that is optimal. Even for M=4, this computation begins to be 

undesirable. For the one-dimensional ordering problem, Chan and 

Rabiner (1973b) showed experimentally that most orderings behave nearly 

as well as the optimum ordering in terms of their noise propagation 

properties. The problem is that some orderings are markedly inferior 

when compared to the optimum one and so, while it is not necessary to 

find the best ordering, one must take care to avoid those that perform 

poorly. 

The noise variance at the output, 0
2 that results from the o j' 

jth noise source, oj is given by: 

where 

ooj = oj ~ ITj(001,002)!2 

00 1 ,002 

M 

Tj(001,002) = TT Hi(001,002) 
i=j+1 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

with M being the number of sections. Using Parseval's theorem, one can 

see that this is equivalent to 

(6.6) 
r,s 

where tj(r,s) represents the impulse response of the cascade from stage 

j+1 to the output. Lee's method of ordering is an (M-1) step process. 

The first step is to consider the noise propagation from the (M_1)th 

noise source to the output. This noise source is filtered only by the 

last stage in the cascade. This last is chosen so that the quantity 
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a 
o (M-1) 

z is minimized. Now, with the Mth stage chosen, the (M_1)th 

stage is chosen so that the quantity a Z 
o M-2 

is minimized. This 

procedure is repeated until the first stage has been determined. Using 

this procedure, the number of possible orderings that are considered, L, 

is reduced from 

M 
L = TIi (6.7) 

i=l 

to 

M 
L = ~i. (6.8) 

j=l 

An intuitive interpretation of this ordering procedure is that 

it places those sections that have a low-pass behaviour close to the 

output end of the cascade because all noise sources in the cascade are 

eventually filtered by these sections. Sections that enhance high 

frequencies are placed closer to the beginning of the cascade where 

they filter fewer of the noise sources. 

Scaling. Just as data arrays should be scaled to fill the 

dynamic range in order to maintain precision, individual sections used 

in a cascade convolution implementation should also be scaled. This 

scaling should be designed so that the output of each section 

approximately fills the available dynamic range but also so that the 

data output by any section is not corrupted by overflow errors. 

Clearly, the second restriction is more important than the first and 

should be given a higher priority in designing a scaling method. Sum 

scaling (Jackson, 1970), the most widely used method, can be summarized 
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by the following condition: 

s ~ !hj(r,s)! = 1.0. (6.9) 
r,s 

with S representing the scaling constant. This scaling procedure is 

considered optimum in the sense that, if the input satisfies: 

Ix(r,s) I<B (6.10) 

for all r,s, then, using sum scaling, one obtains the largest variation 

in output while guaranteeing that no overflow occurs. The unfortunate 

fact of the matter is that sum scaling often leads to an unnecessary 

loss of precision because of its strict adherence to the condition that 

overflow be avoided under all circumstances when the input is bounded. 

Other approaches to scaling are possible if one is willing to 

allow the possibility of overflow. However, caution is required when 

taking such an approach since overflow occuring at any stage of an 

iterative procedure may ruin the output. Fortunately, it is quite often 

possible to choose a less conservative scaling procedure while still 

insuring that the possibility of overflow is remote. What is required 

is some knowledge of the kinds of data arrays that must be filtered. 

Consider the following example of a 3x3 section: 

[ 9./64 -3s/8 98/64 ] h = -3s/8 s -3s/8 (6.11) 9s/64 -3s/8 9s/64 

The sum of the absolute values of the kernel elements is 3.06s while 

the sum of the kernel elements is 0.625s. If one uses sum scaling for 

this section, s is approximately equal to 1/3, and the D.C. gain of this 

section is about 0.2. Thus, any slowly varying signal is severely 
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attenuated with an attendant loss of precision. In this example the 

scaling procedure has been based upon the possibility that the 

following pattern appears somewhere in the input array: 

1 -1 1 
-1 1 -1 

1 -1 1 

For some filtering applications, this may be a likely possibility; 

however, for nonlinear restoration of imagery using the UMLE or a 

similar algorithm, it is difficult to imagine that such a pattern would 

be encountered frequently enough to base a scaling procedure on that 

possibility. 

In devising a less stringent scaling procedure, caution must be 

exercised. The procedure to be described here is a heuristic one that 

attempts to balance the loss of precision against the possibiltiy of 

overflow. It was devised specifically for use with convolutions 

required by the UMLE algorithm. 

The circumstance in which the sum scaling procedure fails in 

the sense of being too conservative is when the D.C. gain of the kernel 

is small compared to its gain at high frequencies. This circumstance 

can be easily detected by comparing the sum of the kernel weights to 

the sum of the absolute values of these weights. 

The following scaling procedure is the one that was decided 

upon for the application described. If the following definitions are 

made: 

Sl = ~ Ihj(r,s) I (6.12) 

r,s 
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82 = }.. hj(r,s) (6.13) 
r,s 

then the scale factor, 8j' for the j th section is given by the following 

equation: 

1 
8·=

J 8 2 

.8 =s; 

.65 =--

.35 =s;- (6.14) 

The procedure is probably too risky for most applications; however it 

has worked quite well in the experiments run so far. Part of the 

reason for this success is also due to the nature of the kernels used. 

When a kernel represents the blurring encountered normally in an 

incoherent imaging system, it must be nonnegative. If such a kernel is 

also separable, then when this kernel is factored into 3x3 sections, 

most of the sections are also nonnegative. Furthermore, it is often 

true that those sections containing negative values have a large value 

for 8 1 /82 and are therefore similar in structure to the kernel given by 

equation 6.11. For kernels of this type the use of 8j given by equation 

6.14 is a reasonable approach. If more caution is required, the values 

given by that equation can be altered. 

Example Restorations 

The examples provided in this section are all UMLE estimates 

that were computed on the Vicom processor at the Lunar and Planetary 
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Labs at the University of Arizona. For all of these experiments, it 

was assumed that the background term was known and this value was 

used throughout the iteration. Three different starting images were 

used in these experiments. The first was the image of the 2 point 

object described in Chapter 5. The imaging conditions described in that 

chapter were also used for this simulation. Fig. 6.2 shows the original 

image and the r.estoration for floating-point and Vicom calculations 

after 80 iterations. The NMSE for this restoration is 2.933 %, where 

the error term used for this metric is defined to be the difference 

between a floating-point restoration and the Vicom restoration after 

the same number of iterations. As can be seen from this figure, the 

restoration on the Vicom is remarkably similar to the result obtained 

using floating-point calculations. The differences between the two 

restorations are most noticeable in the areas of the object that are 

dim. This tendency also appears in the other restorations computed on 

the Vicom. 

Figure 6.3 also shows the results of a UMLE restoration on the 

Vicom and using floating math. Again, the close agreement between the 

two results is clearly evident, with the NMSE for this restoration 

being equal to .3865 %. Both of the first two example images are 

restorations of a 64x64 image. The final example is a 128x128 

restoration; it is shown in Fig. 6.4 and the NMSE for this restoration 

is 2.946%. 

The computation of these estimates on the Vicom required 

between 40 and 50 seconds per iteration. The time per iteration was 

weakly dependent upon image size, with the 40 second figure 
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Figure 6.2. Two-point object restoration. 

Upper left: restoration computed on Vicom. 
Upper right: restoration computed using floating-point math. 
Bottom: starting image. 
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Figure 6.3. Restoration of the letter E. 

Upper left: restoration computed on Vicom. 
Upper right: restoration computed using floating-point math. 
Bottom: starting image. 
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Figure 6.4. Restoration of OSC logo. 

Upper left: restoration computed on Vicom. 
Upper right: restoration computed using floating-point math. 
Bottom: starting image. 
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representing a 64x64 image and the 50 second figure being the figure 

for a 256x256 image. Thus, approximately one hour was required for 

these computations. While this figure is higher than hoped for, it 

still represents a useful improvement for larger images over the time 

required by a minicomputer to perform the restorations. 

Architectural Issues 

The major goal of the research presented in this dissertation 

has been to demonstrate the usefulness of DP devices for image 

restoration and enhancement. The usefulness of these devices must 

result from two factors: first, the computational accuracy of these 

devices must be sufficient to insure that the results obtained are 

close to the results obtained using floating-point math and kernels 

that are not truncated. Second, the use of DP devices should provide 

an increase in performance (i.e. computational speed) or at least an 

increase in the performance to cost ratio when compared to 

minicomputers or mainframe computers. While the first factor has been 

shown to be present, the speed increase provided has not been 

discussed. When extrapolated to image sizes of 512x512, the Vicom 

would require about half the time per iteration required by a super 

minicomputer such as a DEC Vax 11/780. (This figure is based on the 

Vax using FFT based convolutions with each 512x512 FFT requiring 25 

seconds.) While this represents a significant speed increase, a close 

look at the time required for each operation on the Vicom indicates 

that further increases in performance may be possible. While the use 

of FIR kernels results in a large increase in the speed of convolution 
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operations, some of the other operations required for most iterative 

restorations are implemented far less efficiently on the Vicom than on 

a normal computer while others are about equally fast on either type 

of system. 

This fact is encouraging, however, since these inefficient 

operations could be made more efficient with some architectural 

modifications that should not be excessively costly. This section looks 

at those features that are necessary for fast, sufficiently accurate, 

nonlinear restorations of the class represented by the UMLE algorithm, 

that is, stable, iterative restoration procedures that exhibit good 

convergence properties. 

As emphasized throughout this dissertation, the ability to 

perform fast convolutions is an absolutely essential feature. Almost 

all DP devices now have this feature; however, many use only 8 bits for 

this operation, and this was shown to be inadequate for some iterative 

procedures. The results of chapter 5 indicate that 12 bits are needed 

to represent the data during convolutions in order to insure decent 

convergence and stable iterations. 

A second important feature is the ability to find the maximum 

and minimum values of an array very rapidly. This operation is 

performed frequently since the maximum and minimum values need to be 

known when scaling an array. The hardware required for such a feature 

is relatively inexpensive and many display processors have this 

capability. Some processors use a microcomputer which searches 

sequentially through the array looking for the maximum and minimum 

values. This approach is acceptable for small arrays but becomes less 
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viable as the array size increases. A comparator in the processing 

pipeline would enable such an operation in one video frame time, and 

there are some systems that use this approach. 

A high-speed ALU, capable of performing image addition and 

subtraction, and high-speed LUTs are also absolutely essential for some 

of the restoration algorithms. The addition and subtraction 

capabilities may also be indispensable for the calculation of product 

and quotient images as explained earlier in this chapter. The LUT 

transformations are used for a variety of operations including scaling, 

multiplication and division. Once an LUT is loaded, all DP devices are 

capable of performing the desired transformation in a single video 

frame time, and this is never a bottleneck in terms of processing 

speed. What may constitute a bottleneck, however, is the time required 

to calculate a transformation and load the LUT. In the case of the 

example restorations computed on the Vicom, approximately 60% of the 

time per iteration was spent computing the necessary LUT 

transformations. Substantial improvements in speed could be obtained 

by insuring that a fast floating-point math capability exists. This 

need not constitute a substantial increase in cost or complexity for a 

DP device since they are usually controlled by a host minicomputer or a 

resident microprocessor. For systems using a host minicomputer, the 

floating-point capability can be provided by the host, which usually has 

adequate speed for this task. If a microprocessor is used to control 

the DP, then a floating-point coprocessor can provide the necessary 

capability. 
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If a display processor could perform rapid convolutions, could 

calculate and load LUTs rapidly and could perform each of the remaining 

basic operations listed above in one frame time, it would be enormously 

powerful. With such a device, it should be possible to compute 

nonlinear restorations of complexity comparable to the UMLE algorithm 

at a rate of less than 30 seconds per iteration. The aim of this 

section has been to show that there are no technical or cost barriers 

preventing the design and construction of such a machine. In fact, all 

of the features necessary for such a machine exist in some devices 

already on the market. Unfortunately, most of these devices possess 

only some of these features. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The introductory chapter stated that the aim of this 

dissertation was to examine the suitability of DP devices for image 

restoration and enhancement operations. Because there are so many 

different types of enhancement algorithms, it has not been possible to 

address the suitability question in a general way. However, the 

feasibility of implementing a substantial number of enhancement 

operations has been demonstrated. 

The widespread use of linear filtering as a tool requires that 

any device used for image enhancement should be capable of performing 

convolution operations. Because only FIR convolutions are possible with 

DP devices, a suitable technique for approximating some desired 

filtering operations must be found if DP devices are to be useful for 

those applications, such as noise smoothing or deblurring, which consist 

of a single linear filtering operation. In chapter 2, the MMSE 

criterion was introduced in the context of FIR filter design. When the 

enhancement operations are to be performed on a group of images 

possessing similar second-order statistics, the MMSE design technique 

has been shown to perform very well. The actual implementation of 

such filters on a DP device results in roundoff noise which degrades 

the theoretical performance of the filter. This source of error was 

considered, and it was shown that for single pass, FIR convolutions 

with kernels of extent 9x9 or less, 8-bit architectures are adequate 
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for most purposes because, under such conditions, the roundoff error is 

usually only a small fraction of the filter approximation error. 

Nonlinear restoration algorithms are more difficult to 

implement, but it was shown that certain kinds of iterative, nonlinear 

algorithms are amenable to implementation on a DP device. An algorithm 

requiring only simple operations such as convolutions, multiplications, 

divisions and memoryless nonlinear mappings can often be performed on a 

DP device if the algorithm possesses good convergence properties. 

Unfortunately, such algorithms are more demanding in terms of the 

architectural features needed for their implementation, and simulations 

have demonstrated that the 8-bit architectures are not sufficiently 

accurate to be useful for performing such restoration operations. 

However, a 12-bit architecture was shown to be adequate for performing 

such operations, provided that certain precautions are taken concerning 

scaling the data during the iteration. The implementation of an 

iterative restoration on a DP device can offer a significant speed 

advantage over the implementation of the same algorithm on a 

conventional minicomputer, and it is for this reason that such devices 

can be considered as a viable alternative for doing nonlinear image 

restoration and enhancement. 

\fuile it is not the main purpose of this dissertation to 

Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the various DP devices that 

are sold commercially, a few observations concerning this topic should 

be stated. All of the big four makers of DP devices, Comtal, DeAnza, 

lIS and Vicom, build systems that are entirely adequate for the bulk of 

enhancement operations that require only a single convolution operation 
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and a memoryless nonlinear mapping for their implementation. For more 

sophisticated restoration and enhancement operations that are iterative 

in nature and require one or more convolutions at each step of the 

iteration, the 8-bit architectures of the lIS Model 70/E or the Com tal 

Vision One/20 are not acceptable. The 12-bit architecture of the Vicom 

is adequate for such operations and the DeAnza 8500, with the ability 

to configure the system for 16-bit operations, is also sufficiently 

accurate. The important point here is that one needs to pay close 

attention to the precision of the hardware math capabilities when 

evaluating a DP for a specific enhancement task. 

In summary, DP devices have been shown to be quite useful for 

implementing a number of restoration and enhancemant tasks, and they 

offer substantial advantages over conventional computers for performing 

such operations. There are, however, many nonlinear restoration 

equations that do not seem to lend themselves to a solution via a DP 

implementation. It might be possible for these restoration equations 

to be recast in a form which would allow a simple, iterative algorithm 

to effect their solution. This is clearly a question that must be 

addressed in the future if DP devices are to be considered as flexible 

alternatives to minicomputers in the arena of image enhancement. In 

the meantime, it is clear that they can now be viewed as a useful 

alternative for a wider range of enhancement operations than previously 

demonstrated. 



APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF THE IMAGING PROCESS 

The purpose of this appendix is to briefly present some of the 

more prominent mathematical models of imaging systems, including a 

brief description of LSI imaging systems. This appendix is not intended 

to serve as a full treatment of these topics which are thoroughly 

covered in the texts by Andrews and Hunt (1977) and Gaskill (1978). 

Nany details necessary to a full understanding of the imaging process 

will be omitted from this appendix for the sake of brevity. 

An imaging system can be thought of as a system that maps 

object-plane intensity (the input) into image-plane response (the 

output). There are two distinct phases to this process: First, object

plane radiance is mapped into image-plane irradiance and then a 

detector responds to this image plane irradiance. It is the response of 

the detector as a function of position that constitutes the output of 

the imaging system. 

The first phase of this process can be adequately modeled as a 

superposition process; that is, the radiance at a given object point 

gives rise to a separate image-plane irradiance, and these image-plane 

responses due to each object point combine in an additive fashion. 

Mathematically, if the object-plane radiance at the point (xo,Yo) is 

given by 0oo(xD'Yo) and its response is given by Eoh(x,y;xo'yo)' then the 

output due to a continuous distribuUon of object radiance, O(x o ,Yo) is 

given by the following superposition integral: 
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E(x,y) = J J O(xo,yo)h(x,y;xo,yo)dxodyo 
Xo Yo 
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(A. I) 

In many instances, the mapping function, h(x,y;xo ,Yo) is adequately 

modeled by a shift invariant function, i.e. 

(A.2) 

and the superposition integral of A.I becomes the convolution integral: 

E(x,y) = I J O(Xo,Yo) h(x-xo,y-yo) dxodyo 
Xo Yo 

It is worth noting that if the fourier transform of a function is 

denoted by the tilde, for LSI systems it can be shown that 

.... ,.. -
E(~,n) = O(~,n) h(~,n) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

The second stage of the imaging process consists of a detector 

responding to the image-plane irradiance to produce an output. The 

response may be completely arbitrary, but it is usually a monotonic 

function. In general, 

Ii(X,y) = R(E(x,y» (A.5) 

where R is the detector response and Ii is the ideal output. The final 

complication is the presence of noise which is present during the 

detection process and changes the ideal output to some real output: 

Ir<x,y) = Ii(X,y) + N(Ii(X,y» (A.6) 

Two simplifying assumptions that are frequently used are that the noise 

is signal independent and that the response function, R, is linear. If 

these two assumptions are made, and the first stage of the imaging 

process is modeled as an LSI system, then the total system can be 
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represented by the following equation: 

Ir(x,y) = h(x,y)O(x,y) + n(x,y) (A.7) 

This equation, while it represents a very simple model of the imaging 

process, is the most frequently encountered model in the image 

processing literature. 

For digital image processing, the continuous form of the 

equations must be modified due to the sampled nature of the imagery. 

The superposition integrals can be replaced by summations which can be 

represented as matrix-vector products. Thus, equation A.7 has a 

counterpart equation for sampled imagery which is given by: 

i = Ho + n (A.8) 



APPENDIX B: IMPLEMENTATION OF A CONVOLUTION 
ALGORITHM ON THE TIS MODEL 70/E 

The treatment of roundoff errors that is given in Chapter 3 

assumes that a straightforward shift, scale and accumulate algorithm is 

used. Since the convolutions performed on the Model 70/E use a 

slightly modified algorithm, it is necessary to describe the algorithm 

in detail in order that the treatment of roundoff error can be modified 

accordingly. The convolution algorithm that is used will be described; 

then the reasons for this particular implementation will be given. 

Figure B.l gives a block diagram of that part of the Model 70/E 

hardware that is required for the convolution. The diagram is not an 

exact description since some of the processing elements in the pipeline 

have been omitted for the sake of clarity. The ALU shown in the figure 

can implement several arithmetic and logical operations on its inputs; 

the functions of interest are addition, subtraction and bit shifting. 

While the number of bits of its input operands differ, the ALU 

automatically treats the ten bit output of the LUT as a l6-bit quantity 

by appending zeroes to the six most significant bits. The ALU performs 

two's complement math, and thus its output must have its magnitude to 

15 bits (32767). 

The algorithm is actually shift, scale and accumulate with a 

minor wrinkle. Instead of using a single feedback cycle for the scale 

and accumulate operations, multiple feedback cycles may be used. 

Multiple feedbacks are required only in those instances when the 
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product of the image input value and the kernel element exceeds ten 

bits. For example, if the kernel element is 6.3 and the input is eight 

bits and the LUT has only a ten bit output, then the product may exceed 

1023. However, by using two feedback cycles, the multiplication can be 

realized. During the first feedback operation, multiplication by 4.0 

and addition to the accumulator is accomplished. The second feedback 

operation accomplishes multiplication by 2.3 and addition to the 

accumulator. 

The advantage of such a scheme is that by scaling the kernel, 

one can make the roundoff error a smaller fraction of the output 

signal, in effect synthesizing an LUT with more output bits. To see 

this, consider an LUT with I bits on input and J bits output and let 

L=Z(J-I). Because every kernel element can be decomposed into the sum 

of an integer part equal to some multiple of L and a remainder, and 

because multiplication by L does not incur any roundoff error, it can 

be seen that it is still true that there is only a single rounding 

operation for each kernel element. So, in those cases where the 

maximum kernel element is less than L, it is often advisable to scale 

the entire kernel by h nL , where n is some power of two. For the 
max 

fixed-point convolutions implemented on the 70/E nL is equal to 16.0. 

There are two disadvantages to this kernel scaling. First, the time 

required to implement the convolution is obviously increased. Secondly, 

as the scale factor grows, the maximum allowable size of the kernel 

must decrease. This is a result of the fact that there are a fixed 

number of bits in the accumulator. If one has an I-bit input and N 
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bits in the accumulator, then the worst case limitation on the number 

2(M-I) 
of kernel elements is Nk < nL • If this condition is not met, then 

there may be some combination of input image and kernel that will 

cause the accumulator to overflow during convolution. Such a worst 

case limitation is unrealistically strict in practice because it assumes 

that all kernel elements are nearly equal and also that all image 

values within some window whose size and shape are identical to that of 

the kernel are equal to the maximum possible image value. 

For the algorithm that is used, with nL = 16.0, the condition 

above gives the result that Nk ~ 8, (M=15; 1=8). However, kernels with 

sizes up to 9x9 were used with no overflow problems encountered. 

There are two reasons why this was possible. First, 9x9 regions of 

maximum amplitude did not exist in the input images; second, the kernel 

elements were not nearly identical. Usually the kernel had large 

values near the center and smaller values around the edge. Finally, it 

was typical that 1/4 to 1/3 of the kernel elements were negative. Of 

the 9x9 filters, only a few weLe scaled by a large enough factor that 

the possibility of overflow was nearly encountered (i.e.: E (scaled 

kernel weights)x255.0) was close to 215 ). 

The description above makes clear one of the reasons why filter 

sizes of l1xl1 were not used: the likelihood of overflow with such 

filters would not have been ignorable for the scaling scheme used. It 

would have been possible to reduce the amount by which the kernel was 

scaled; however, this would have increased the roundoff noise. In some 

of the examples, the roundoff error would have exceeded 10 % of the FIR 
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approximation error if nL had been changed from 16.0 to 8.0. l~hile the 

total error would have still decreased in going from 9x9 to 11x11, the 

extent of the improvement would not have been great and, the amount of 

computation required to compute and implement the filter would have 

increased significantly. 



APPENDIX C: SOME RESULTS PERTAINING TO ROUNDOFF 
ERROR IN AN ITERATIVE CALCULATION 

The purpose of this appendix is to derive some results 

concerning the effect of roundoff error in an iterative calculation of 

the form: 

xk+ 1 = F(xk) (C.l) 

where F is limited to those mappings for y]hich the t 2 norm of the 

Jacobian matrix is strictly less than 1.0. (For the sake of notational 

economy, the usual convention of denoting vectors and vector valued 

functions by underlining is dropped in this appendix.) Such mappings 

are the multidimensional analog of scalar valued functions of a real 

variable for which the magnitude of the derivative is less than 1.0. It 

is further assumed that there is some bounded subset of the domain of 

F that is mapped into itself thus insuring that a fixed point of F 

exists and that the sequence defined above converges to that fixed 

point when all calculations are performed with infinite precision. 

The nature of the development given here is approximate since 

an exact analysis is not usually required for questions concerning 

roundoff. Consider a starting point, Yo =Xg for the iteration given by 

eq. C.l, and imagine that some small error is introduced at each step 

of the calculation. For example, 
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(C.2) 

where ~l represents the error introduced at the first step of this 

calculation. Simialrly, 

and for n > 2 

Yn Xn + 

Y2 = F(YI) + ~2 

n-1 

= F(F(xo)+lll) + 112 

'" F(F(xo)) + F'\ III + 112 
Xl 

L( 
p=l 

p 

where TIF'I denotes the matrix multiplication of the derivative 
i=l xi 

(C.3) 

(C.4a) 

matrices (i.e. Jacobians) evaluated at the points xi. It is only the 

second and third terms that are of interest since they give the 

approximate amount by which Yn differs from Xn. To make any further 

progress, it is necessary to make some assumptions concerning the 

statistics of the roundoff errors. First, it is helpful to assume that 

each component of an error vector is uncorrelated with the other 

components of the same vecr.::-r as well as with all components of the 

other error vectors. Furthermore, the assumption is made that all 
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components of the error vectors are chosen from the same distribution. 

Thus, we have a noise process that is a generalization of stationary, 

white noise. A useful measure of the roundoff error is the rms norm 

of the term IIYn-xnll where the norm is defined in a Euclidean sense. 

Thus: 

I <r.r> e! 

where the term 

r-----------------------------------------
n-1 

« ~ F P ~n-p + ~n) • 
p=1 

FI 
P 

n-1 
( Lor- Fql A A » Lln - q + Lln 

q=1 

By defining F J I, the form of the equation is simplified to: 

n-1 n-1 
« ~ Fp ~n-p) T.( ~ Fq ~n-q» 

p=O q=O 

n-1 n-1 
-- -- T T 

<}.. }.. ~n-p F~ F~ ~n-q> 
p=O q=O 

(C.5a) 

(C.5b) • 

(C.5c) 

Now, because each error vector is uncorrelated with the others, only 

those elements for which p=q are nonzero. Therefore: 

n-1 
~ T IT I 
L < ~n-p Fp Fp ~n-p > (C.6) 
p=O 

The second and third assumptions concerning the nature of the error 

vectors allow further simplification. Since each component of a given 
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error vector is uncorrelated with the other components of the same 

vector, only the terms along the diagonal comtribute to the expectation 

value. Furthermore, since all components of t:. are identically 

distributed, the sum can be simplified to 

I<ror> '" 
n-l 

(L 0 2 Tr( F~TF~ ) ) + N0
2 

p=l 
(C.7) 

The sum over p converges as n approaches infinity if the L2 norm of the 

derivative matrix is less than 1.0 This is as far as the derivation can 

be taken unless one is interested in computing an upper bound on the 

rms radius. When computing this upper bound, it is helpful to 

reconsider the form of F~, that is: 

P 
F' = TT FII P 

i=l xi 
(C.8) 

For any vector 6, it is true that 

T F'T 6 P F' 
P 6 < 116112 IIF~112 (C.9) 

and that 

p 

IT II (F~I ) II 
i=l xi 

(C.lO) 

so one can see that 

p 

< « 6T 6 TI IIF~112» (C.ll). 

i=l 

Now, if the norm of the derivative matrix is less than or equal to IT 
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with A strictly less than one, then 

I <r'r> < 

(C.12) 



APPENDIX D: DESCRIPTION OF THE VICOM IMAGE PROCESSOR 

The Vicom is a bus-oriented display processor which differs in 

some significant ways from the majority of the display processor 

devices. The most notable difference is the bus-oriented structure 

which is illustrated in Figure D.l. The processing units in the diagram 

all have a separate function. For example, one unit is a display 

controller which reads image data from memory, performs gray-scale 

manipulations, roam and zoom operations and generates a video output. 

Another unit, which is the most important one for the purposes of this 

discussion, is the pipelined processor unit. This unit consists of two 

subunits: a point processor and a neighborhood processor. A separate 

pipeline controller unit controls the flow of data to and from the 

other units by granting bus access to the various units. The image 

memory consists of several image channels, each of which is 16 bits 

deep. The l6-bit image can be thought of as a full l6-bit image, or as 

a l2-bit image with 4 bits of graphics data. There are 2 busses, each 

of which serves a different purpose. The image bus serves as a high

speed bus for the movement of image data between memory and the 

various processing units. The microcomputer bus acts as the path over 

which the microcomputer or the I/O controller can read and write data 

to image memory. Also over this bus, the microcomputer downloads 

information such as lookup tables to the point processor and display 

controller, roam and zoom parameters to the display controller and 

microcode programs to the pipeline controller unit. The discussion in 
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this appendix will be concentrated on the pipelined image processor 

unit since this is the most important unit of hardware for carrying out 

computational tasks. 

Before delving into a description of the pipelined processor 

unit, it is important to point out that the image bus has 4 separate, 

unidirectional data paths.. Three of the data paths are for data 

transfer from memory to the processor units. The fourth data path 

takes processed data from the processor unit back to memory. Each of 

these data paths is 16 bits wide. The data rate on the image bus is 

approximately 8 Mhz., sufficient to allow an entire 512x512 image to be 

transferred over one of its data paths in 1/30 of a second. 

The point processor subunit has the structure shown in Fig. D.2. 

As can be seen from this diagram, the point processor can perform 

nonlinear mappings by using the lookup tables. The LUT has 12 bits for 

input, and the 12 bits consist of the most significant 12 bits of an 

image. Also, there is an ALU unit in the point processor. This allows 

for 16-bit, two's complement arithmetic operations to be performed on 

two images or between an image and a constant. Boolean operations can 

also be performed using this ALU. Note that the output of the ALU is 

only 16 bits wide so that the programmer must take precautions to 

insure that no overflow results from an addition operation. 

The neighborhood processor is a unit that is designed to 

perform a convolution of an image with a 3x3 kernel in a single pass. 

This high-speed convolution is accomplished by use of 9 high-speed 

12-bit by 12-bit multipliers, 6 delay units and an adder. The 

architecture of this subunit is sketched in Fig. D.3. The timing is 
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arranged so that during a 3x3 convolution operation, if data path 1 is 

feeding image line n to the unit, data path 2 is feeding line n+l and 

data path 3 is feeding line n+2. This timing, in conjunction with the 

use of delay elements along each of the data paths allows each of the 

pixels from a 3x3 neighborhood to be input to one of the 9 multipliers 

at the same instant. The multiplier coefficients are programmed at the 

start of the 3x3 convolution and cannot be changed until this operation 

has been completed. Thus, only shift-invariant convolutions are easily 

accomplished. Another point to note is that while each of the 

multipliers produces a 24-bit output, the adder maintains only 16-bit 

accuracy. 

The Vicom unit can perform convolutions using the shift, scale 

and accumulate algorithm, however, this is a very inefficient method 

for two reasons. First, the roam or image scrolling capability has 

been placed in the display controller unit which does not have a 

feedback path to image memory. Thus, shifting of an image usually 

requires multiple passes through the neighborhood processor. For 

instance, to shift an image down by 2 pixels, it is necessary to set all 

multiplier coefficients equal to zero except for M8, which is set equal 

to 1.0. Then the image is run through the neighborhood processor 

twice. The second problem with shift, scale and accumulate convolution 

on the Vicom is the fact that a separate feedback is required for the 

scaling operation. If the ALU unit in the point processor had followed 

the LUT, both scaling and accumulation could be done in one feedback. 

As a result of the inefficient nature of this method of implementing a 



convolution, it is preferable to use the SVn/SGK method described in 

chapter 2. 
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A final point worth noting about the Vicom is the fact that 

there is no hardware capable of rapidly finding the maximum and 

minimum values of an image. This operation must be performed by the 

microcomputer, which searches sequentially through an image, comparing 

the current pixel value with the current maximum and minimum values. 
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